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PREFACE

Many events have transpired since the publication

of the first progress report. One demonstration line has

been put into operation; it has since undergone two ma-

jor route revisions and one major scheduling change. The

originally contemplated work program has been reoriented

in the light of unforeseen constraints on the availabi-

lity of data and revised planning criteria. A sample pop-

ulation of the ridership has been intensively investigated

with the aid of a pilot survey prepared for this purpose

by the MTDP staff, and additional information pertaining

to the line's users has been obtained by other subcontrac-

tors. A system has been devised for the purpose of aggre-

gating and utilizing relevant population and employment

data; it Is called the Mass Transportation Master File

(MTMF). Finally, a second transportation corridor has

been recommended by the MTDP staff. These topics, along

with relevant personnel and financial data, are the pri-

mary ones covered in the following report.

Although this report naturally represents the work

of the entire MTDP staff - and others - it is appropriate

to note here the particular contribution of four persons
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who have been with the project since Its Inception some

eighteen months ago: Professor Coenraad Mohr, our con-

sultant, who has been Instrumental In assisting with the

draft of this and other reports; Mrs. Marjorie Ramsey,

who was responsible for the physical preparation of this

document; Myron Pollack, who directed the data col lectio

and analysis; and Jerry Margulls, who transformed the

Mass Transportation Master File from an Idea into a func

tional system.

Joseph S. Hupert
Coordinator, MTDP



INTRODUCTION

This Is the second progress report by the Mass

Transportation Demonstration Project (MTDP) staff of

the Human Development Corporation of Metropolitan St.

Louis (HOC) on Project No. MO-MTD-1. The contract

for this project was secured for the City of St. Louis

by the St. Louis Model City Agency through the U. S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) on

September 11, 1967. On the same date, the City of

St. Louis subcontracted with HDC to conduct the plan-

ning, research and evaluation for the project. On

January 23, 1968, the City entered into a contract

with the Bi-State Development Agency to provide and

manage the physical bus-transportation services of the

project. Finally, on February 23, 1968, the City

signed an agreement with Voss and Associates to Imple-

ment the advertising and public involvement segment

of the project. The MTDP Is currently funded by the

U. S. Department of Transportation under a federal

grant of $1,147,500 with local supplements of $122,500.
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1.

General Purposes of the MTDP

The general purposes of the St. Louis Mass Trans-

portation Demonstration Project were stated as follows

In the grant application:

1. To determine the need for and acceptance

of direct transit service to outlying

Industrial complexes and other areas of

employment from city residential areas.

2. To determine whether mass transportation

services In low Income residential areas

require modification and the extent thereof.

3. To determine to what extent sociological

changes. In terms of lessening Isolation

of Inner-city residents, occur as a re-

sult of transportation changes.

4. To test specialized promotional techniques.

In low Income areas.

The City of St. Louis has delegated to the St.

Louis Model City Agency the responsibility to coordinate

activities under the MTDP toward the achievement of these

general objectives. The Model City Agency holds regular

joint meetings of officials from the Human Development



Corporation, the Bi-State Development Agency, and

Voss and Associates to implement synchronization of

their several programs of activity for the common ob-

jectives of the project. The current report refers

specifically to the activities of the staff group at

the Human Development Corporation who are assigned to

the MTDP. References to the contributions and activi-

ties of the Bi-State Development Agency and Voss and

Associates are limited to those instances where joint

responsibility or cooperative effort are involved.

The MTDP staff of the Human Development Corpo-

ration are primarily responsible for planning and re-

commending bus routes and schedules to the Model City

Agency for implementation and for follow-up evaluation

of the various socio-economic effects of the service.

The work of the MTDP group has, therefore, generally

consisted of research and planning activities; most

of the staff's time has been devoted to the collection

of data, their analysis and interpretation, and the pre-

sentation of the results with recommendations for imple-

mentation.

The primary thrust of the planning activities of

the MTDP has been to create demonstration bus lines well-

suited for testing the major hypothesis underlying the
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project. This hypothesis is that workers from the

Inner-city poverty areas of St. Louis can, with the

aid of wel 1 -desi gned bus lines, be effectively placed

in suburban employment, thus providing them a better

life and suburban employees a richer supply of labor.

2. Review

This section contains a brief review of the pre-

vious progress report made by the MTDP staff. The com-

ments from the previous report serve as a backdrop for

a discussion of the topics to be covered in the remain-

der of this report. They should provide the reader the

necessary perspective to Interpret the sequence of

events described in the two reports.

The first report of the HDC/MTDP staff started

with a description of project objectives and the roles

of various local agencies in contributing to the poten-

tial success of the project. The generalizations made

then are still valid now. Experience has simply lent

emphasis to the Importance of Interagency cooperation

In successful data collection and project planning and

Implementation. Some critical Incidents reflecting

both success and failure in this respect are referred

to in later sections of this report.
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The previous progress report also detailed the

plan of action that the staff of the MTDP has developed

for the conduct of their portion of the transportation
experiment. The role of the MTDP staff during the plan-

ning phase of the project was summarized In a PERT acti-

vity network. A revision and elaboration of this network

of planned activities forms part of the current report.

The first progress report contained details on

research completed by the MTDP staff. This research

concerned the hypothesis that disadvantaged residents

of different areas of the City of St. Louis differ sig-

nificantly In their occupational skills. The hypothesis

was not borne out; to the contrary, it was concluded that

skill differences across disadvantaged neighborhoods were

Insignificant. There appears to be a fairly uniform need,

in proportion to population, for all categories of em-

ployment opportunities over the neighborhoods considered
In the analysis. In the present Instance, the mixture

of skills as a factor in the geographic matching of labor

supplies with labor demands is thus not of practical im-

portance.

The original program of the MTDP staff Included

the premise that neighborhood skill-mix would be an Im-

portant factor In effective planning of routes. The
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research indicated a homogeneous and general need for

employment opportunities across the disadvantaged neigh-

borhoods of St. Louis. Unfortunately, the available

skills in these neighborhoods were found to be largely

limited to occupations of low socio-economic status.

The supply of labor for these occupations is large rela-

tive to the demand and potential wages are correspond-

ingly unattractive. The research, therefore, lent fur-

ther emphasis to the need for backing up any transportation

services with vigorous job development and community in-

volvement programs.

The MTDP staff had also completed a recommendation

for the implementation of a pilot bus line to the Hazel-

wood industrial complex by the time the first progress

report went to the printer. The report contained a de-

tailed disucssion of the foundations for the recommenda-

tion and the potential advantages and disadvantages asso-

ciated with the recommended course of action. The present

report contains sections describing and evaluating the

results of the recommendations.

The first report further described the progress

that had been made on the route planning and evaluation

phases of the MTDP staff assignment. The method of
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route selection has been made much more specific and

plans and Instruments for the evaluation phase of the

study have been developed. Systems for the analyses

of base population and employment data by relevant area

breakdown have also been made operational since the first

progress report was published.

The present report contains a description and

account of the operations of the TEMPO/Northwest line;

a detailed description of the planning and evaluation

procedures; an analysis of the line’s financial perfor-

mance; an analysis of the rldershlp characteristics of

the line's passengers; a description of the associated

job development and placement efforts; a recommendation

for an additional route; and various explanatory tech-

nical appendices.

3. The TEMPO/Northwest Line

On February 27 , 1968 the Human Development Corpo-

ration formally recommended a bus route and bus schedule

to the Hazelwood Industrial complex from the City of St.

Louis, Voss and Associates, the advertising and community

Involvement agency, suggested the term TEMPO as a name

for the transportation services to be provided under the

6



St. Louis Mass Transportation Demonstration Project.

TEMPO Is an acronym for "Transportation, Employment and

Manpower Provide Opportunities." Voss and Associates

selected this title as a promising vehicle for publi-

cizing the primary purpose of the project.

The recommended bus route was approved and ar-

rangements were made for Implementation of the TEMPO/

Northwest line by Monday, April 29, 1968. The MTDP

staff and Bi-State officials worked as a team to draw

up final scheduling of service between the City of St.

Louis and the Hazelwood area. Meetings were necessary

to: 1) resolve the details of the proposed fare struc-

ture; and 2) to negotiate an equitable basis for dis-

tribution of the revenues from the route between the

project and Bi-State. The MTDP staff. In cooperation

with HDC's Division of Work Programs, held meetings with

employers In the Hazelwood area and with other job de-

velopment agencies. In addition, a meeting of many of

the major employers In the area was convened by HDC's

Chief of Work Programs In order to familiarize them with

the service. (See Exhibit 1.) These meetings were held

to encourage use of the route as a means to generate em-

ployment for Inner-city residents In the Hazelwood Indus-

trial complex. Voss and Associates arranged the ceremony
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CountyFirms UrgedtoCo-operate

With Bus Line From the Ghetto
Representatives of 21 north-

'

west St Louis county industries

were told yesterday that their

co-operation was essential for
:

the success of a federally subsi-

dized bus line to transport 4

workers from the inner city.

‘The bus will run empty un-

less there are jobs. Jobs are the

sole reason for its being,” said

Joseph S. Hupert, co-ordinator
j

of die Mass Transportation :

Demonstration Project.
;

Hupert and other antipoverty

program officials explained the

demonstration project to busi-

.

nessmen at a meeting at the

Ford Motor Co. assembly plant,

$250 North Lindbergh boule-
t

vard, Hazelwood.
*

The line is scheduled to begin
*

operation April 29. It will con-

nect slum neighborhoods of die

city with the Hazelwood indus-

trial complex, including the

Ford plant and the McDonnell

Douglas Corp.

Firms Want Bus Line

Several businessmen sard aft-,

er the meeting that lack of ade-

q u a t e transportation facilities

had been an obstacle in their in-
,

'

ner-city hiring programs and

that they welcomed the addition

of the bus line.

A Donald Bourgeois, director

of the St. Louis Model City

Agency, told the businessmen

that he had been involved in

many programs that match peo-

ple with jobs and that “this one

has the most chance for suc-

cess.”

“It brings new actors into the
_

game,” said Bourgeois, refer-”

ring to the businessmen. “It

serves two populations — insu-

try and die hard-core unem-
ployed.”

Bourgeois said he was pleased

tht so few hitches had devel-

oped. He said that if the project

did not work at any point, he

would step in to make neces-

s a r y changes. He encouraged
the participation of ’die busi-

nessmen. “We need your ideas

to make it work,” be said.

Three Agencies Involved

The Model Cities Agency Is

co-ordinating the project with

the Human Development Corpo-

ration. The bus line is operated

by the Bi-State Transit System.

A $1,200,000 federal grant

from (the Department of Hous-

ing and Urban Development will-

subsidize die line for 18 months.

Officials expressed the hope
that a self-sustained Bi-State

line would take over at the end*

of that time.

The fee for the special line is

50 cents one way, 55 cents with

a transfer or $4.50 for a weekly

pass. Antipovertty workers said

petty cash funds from poverty

programs would be provided for

unemployed persons to pay for

bus tickets until they obtain

jobs.

Curds Gatlin, director of

|

manpower programs for the Hu-
man Development Corp.,

termed yesterday’s meeting “an
historic occasion.”

“For many years we have]

been troubled that many jobs go
begging because inner city
workers have no means of get-

i ting to them,” Gatlin said. He
said it was frustration with the

* lade of success of car pools and
; other temporary measures that
; led to the request for federal
. funds for the subsidized line.

Prejob Preparation

Gadin said that the poverty
program would provide the pre-
job preparation needed for new
workers, but called on the busi-

nessmen “for extra measures
that will benefit you in the long
run.” He suggested a buddy
system of overseeing new em-
ployes who have no previous

:
consistent work record.

Ford plant officials expressed
: concern that die line would not
deliver workers in time to start

the 6:30 a.m. shift at the plant,

but Hupert said the route was
designed to stop at the plant at .

6: 15 a.m. He said it would pull

into the Ford parking lot so that

workers could be on the assem-
bly line by the starting time.

Gus V. Mackensen, personnel
manager of the R. C. Can Co.,

which is five miles west of
North Lindbergh boulevard and
will not be served by the line,

said Ms firm was seeking inner
city employes. He asked wheth- *

er die company could be includ-

ed in the route.

Bourgeois said that if a sub-
s t a n t i a 1 number of persons,

about 30 or more, would be
•going to work at the plant from

- 8

the inner city then a shuttle bus
service from North Lindbergh
boulevard could be provided to
the plant.

Bourgeois said that about
$120,000 has been set aside for
such special needs.

Publicity Plan
Ken Brantly, project manager

for a promotional program to

publicize the bus line, said it

would be called TEMPO
(Transportation Employment
Manpower Provides Opportuni-
ties). He said Voss and Associ-
ates public relations firm, which
is operating the promotional
program, has hired and trained
about 30 contact workers from
the inner city to recruit poten-
tial workers.

Anti-poerty officials said there
were 45,000 persons employed
by firms at the route destination
in Haxelwood with an annual
rate of new hiring of at least

20,000. Bourgeois said that if 500
persons obtained jobs as a re-
sult of the bus line, then its suc-
cess would be significant. He
said, however, that he expected
the total to be much higher.



for the official Inauguration of the TEMPO bus services

by the Mayor of the City of St. Louis on Friday, April 26,

1968.

The one-way fare for a cash rider on the TEMPO/

Northwest line was set at $.50; for transfer riders, this

was $.55. Riders are also entitled to use the weekly

passes Issued by Bi-State. A revenue sharing agreement,

described In Technical Appendix I, was negotiated between

the City and Bi-State.

The original TEMPO/Northwest bus service Included

a total of fourteen outbound and thirteen inbound buses on

weekdays and one outbound and two inbound buses on Saturdays

and Sundays respectively. The buses were geared to pro-

vide transportation for workers in the usual morning,

afternoon, and night shifts of the Hazelwood industrial

area. Two mid-day buses were scheduled on weekdays to allow

job seekers access to employment Interviews in the area..

The St. Louis metropolitan area is a widely dis-

persed area consisting of an inner-core, industrial city

ringed by largely residential suburbs beyond which addi-

tional industrial areas are located. The task confronting

this project is to provide economically viable bus routes
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that can successfully link Inner-city job seekers with

outlying employment opportunities. This requires bus

routes that traverse residential suburbs to reach out-

lying Industrial concentrations. Problems of travel time

and distance are acute In planning routes under these

circumstances. These problems are exacerbated by the

fact that all bus services supplied to the project are

priced on a fixed fee per mile basis. Shorter routes

are, therefore, proportionately less costly to the pro-

ject than longer routes.

The original TEMPO/Northwest route was planned

with the above considerations In mind. The MTDP staff,

with the cooperation of Bi-State officials, attempted

to design a demonstration line with an optimal Interface

with existing Bi-State bus lines serving poverty neigh-

borhoods. The objective was to keep the line short but

accessible by transfer. If necessary, to most of the

target population. The resulting route originated close

to the DeBallvIere car barn of the Bi -State Transit Sys-

tem and the TEMPO buses were scheduled to provide good

transfer service from seventeen established BI -State

bus lines. The original TEMPO/Northwest line Is shown

In Exhibit 2. The MTDP staff planned this service In

order that the Hazelwood demonstration would, with good

- 10 -



EXHIBIT 2

TEMPO Northwest

Inaugurated 4/29/68



patronage, have a chance of breaking even financially.

On the weekend of May 4, five days after service

was initiated on the Hazelwood line, the articles in

Exhibit 3 appeared in the local press. They were parti-

cularly surprising because possible implications concerning

the location of the route had been discussed in detail with

officials at the Model City Agency before a formal recom-

mendation was submitted and approved.

The newspaper reports indicated a breakdown in com-

munications between the City and the planning staff for

the project. But, more significantly, this incident ser-

ved as an object lesson in the need for insuring that tech-

nical planning be made consonant with political realities.

The TEMPO/Northwest route was changed on May 20, 1968

as announced in the newspaper articles. This resulted in

a considerable increase in the total costs of running the

line. The average total costs per week for the original

line were $2,593.39, while the new line (Exhibit 4) cost

the project about $3,851 .46 per week to operate, or 48.5

percent more. A number of changes to improve service and/

or reduce costs were made between May 20 and October 28,

1968. In addition to a number of minor adjustments in

routing, scheduled times, and bus stops, three major chan-

ges in the bus service were effected.
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Change Made in Routeo Post-Dispatch

Of Poverty Bus Line
May 4 ’ 1968

A major change in the route

of a federally subsidized' bus

line to take poverty area per-

sons from the city to jobs in

industrial plants in the suburbs

was announced by A. Donald
Bourgeois, director of the St.

Louis Model City Agency.

The revision was made de-

spite objections of the Human
Development Corporation, which

prepared the original route, the

Post-Dispatch has learned.

The decision by Bourgeois to

revise the route was taken

“with a great deal of reluct-

ance,” Bourgeois said, because

the original route had represent-

ed several months of detailed

planning and analysis by staff

members of the Human Devel-

opment Corporation.

Bourgeois said the revision,

effective May 20, will better

serve areas where unemploy-

ment is most acute, including

some of the major public hous-

ing projects of the city—Cl in-

ton-Peabody, Darst-Webbe and
Pruitt-Igoe.

The present line, which be-

gan operating Monday, starts

at the DeBaliviere loop in the

West End and proceeds north

and west to the Hazelwood In-

dustrial complex. Most of the

passengers from the housing

projects and such slum neigh-

borhoods as the Yeatman area

would gain access to the line

by transferring from a regular

Bi-State line.

“The people who need this

line most didn’t feel it was
their bus line,” Bourgeois said.

“The rationale for the change
is simple: The line is not serv-

ing enough people.”

The new line will originate

at Fourteenth street and Chou-
teau avenue, travel south in

Fourteenth to Park avenue,

west to Jefferson avenue, north
in Jefferson to Natural Bridge
avenue, west to Goodfellow
boulevard, north in Goodfellow
to Highway 70 and west to the

Hazelwood industrial complex.
Bourgeois said he did not

have detailed figures on the

number of persons using the

original line.

A number of members of the

Human Development Corpora-

tion are known to be upset

about the change, though they

are unwilling to comment be-

cause of a reluctance to be
drawn into a controversy with
Bourgeois.

“Actually most of the original

planning had been preserved,”

Bourgeois said. “All of the ar-

rival times in Hazelwood are
preserved. All we have done
is move the whole thing east

by a couple of miles.”

The bus line was established

TURN TO PAGE 8, COLUMN 7

Change in Bn
FROM PAGE ONE

as par*, of an 18-month Mas*

Transportation Demo nstration

project funded with a 81,200,000

grant from the United States

Department of Housing and

Urban Development.

Subcontracts Let

The St. Louis Model City

Agency sougiu and obtained the

grant and subcontracted with

the Human Development Cor-

poration, the area antipoverry

agency, to do the research and

evaluation part of the program.

The Bi-State Development Agen-

cy was also subcontracted to

provide the busses and operat-

ing personnel.

Miss Hartley Campbell, proj-

ect director for the Department

of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment in Washington, said Bour-

geois was empowered to make
any changes that would make
the line more feasible.

Two of the basic reasons for

the West End line devised by

MIX were that it was shorter

and less expensive to operate

and that: it crossed 17 estab-

lished Bi-State lines, thereby

providing access to persons

from most areas of the city.

Savings from the shorter line

were to be used for increased

service or for additional lines

to other suburban industrial

sites. HDC staff members are

known to be concerned because

the new route will be consider-

ably more costly to operate and
is not accessible to residents

of the West End.
Bourgeois said that West

End residents would be able

to transfer to the revised line

from a regular Bi-State line

at Goodfellow.

- 13 -
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On Kay 28, 1968 Voss and Associates suggested that

a change in the May 20 route might provide better, mors?

direct service to residents of the Pruitt-Igoe, Vaughn,

Carr Square, and Cochran housing projects. The Model

City Agency submitted the suggestion to the MTDP staff

for evaluation and the drafting of a formal recommenda-

tion, if any.

The MTDP staff, in general agreement with the

substance of the proposal by Voss and Associates, sub-

mitted four alternative route changes for feasibility,

cost, and time estimates to the Bi-State Development

Agency. A request to field check the feasibility of

including service to the all-black community of Kinloch,

en route , was also submitted to Bi-State. A preferred

route was selected on the basis of the Bi-State estimates.

A change-of-route recommendation, including ser-

vice to residents of Kinloch, was forwarded to the Model

City Agency by the Human Development Corporation. Offi-

cial approval of the change was given by the Department

of Housing and Urban Development. Bi-State proceeded

to implement the revised service as of July 29, 1968.

exhibit 5 contains a map of the final route. Cost of

service was Increased from about $3,851.46 per week to
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approximately $4,327.55 per week, or by 12.4 percent and

the average service time from the beginning to the end

of the route was Increased by about five minutes. All

agencies Involved considered these cost and time Incre-

ments justified by the substantial Increase In the direct

service potential of the line to target area residents;

however, HDC pointed out once again In Its formal recom-

mendation that this line could never be self-supporting.

During July, rldershlp on an early morning, out-

bound bus had Increased to the point where about 70 pas-

sengers were being carried on a bus with seating capacity

for 50 riders. A proposal to add another bus to the week-

day morning, outbound schedule was, therefore, implemented

effective August 5, 1968. This demand-generated increase

in service added about $213 per week to the cost of run-

ning the TEMPO/Northwest line.

Toward the middle of September, 1968 it became ob-

vious that several of the TEMPO/Northwest buses were prac-

tically devoid of rldershlp. It was decided to make an

analysis of bus usage as a basis for proposing discontinua-

tion of service on those buses. The performance of the

TEMPO/Northwest buses during the four-week period

August 5, 1968 through September 1, 1968 was used (see

- 17 -



Technical Appendix IV.) „n October 28. as a result of
the recommendation, weekday service was reduced from 28
bus trips to 16 buses and all weekend buses on the TEMPO/
Northwest line were discontinued. The cost of running
the line was about $4,566 per week at the time. The
reduction In buses resulted . Asuited in a decrease In weekly
costs to about $3,024.

TEMPO/Northwest line had performed below
capacity both In volume of rldershlp and financially,

cutback and consolidation of service of October 28
Implemented In hopes of Improving the general per-

formance of the line In the future.

4. Selection Procedure for Additional Bus Routes

The MTDP staff undertook a detailed review of
the route selection procedure outlined In the proposed
work program appended to the contract between the City
of St. Louis and the Human Development Corporation.
This work program suggested that an analysis of labor
demand requirements in transportation destination zones

be made and compared with an analysis of available labor

supply differences in possible origin zones. Two fac-

tors led to the decision to follow a different line of

18



approach. First was the discovery that comprehensive,

reliable data differentiating labor demand by skill

level were not available. Such data as are available

are not of a quality and/or quantity to be of realistic

use as primary planning material In an effort of this

scope. Second was the discovery, through statistical

analysis of available data on labor supply In the poten-

tlal origin zones, that there Is no meaningful difference

In skill level In these zones. This discovery was of a

critical nature In that It negated one of the prime

hypotheses upon which the proposed work program was

based. In effect, then, it is not necessary to take

occupational differences into account in defining ori-

gin zones.

The proposed work program suggested use of the

"Transportation Zones" defined by the East-West Gateway

Coordinating Council as the basic geographic planning

unit. Close examination of these zones revealed that

they suffered from two drawbacks for route selection

purposes: 1) they are too large for some purposes;

and 2) other data, are not usually presented in commen-

surate units.

A series of conferences w°i th>qff ieials of the
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Transportation Staff of the East-West Gateway Coordinating

Council was Initiated to explore ways of overcoming

these obstacles. The result of these discussions and

other research as to data availability led to the deci-

sion to use the "Transportation Block" of the East-West

Gateway Coordinating Council, along with "Transportation

Zones", as basic planning units. The block units have

the advantage of being amenable to aggregation into

"Transportation Zones", while at the same time they are

nearly Isomorphic to U. S. Census Blocks and St. Louis

City Blocks. The Importance of this correspondence

will become clear In reading the section describing the

development of the Mass Transportation Master File.

A three-stage route selection procedure has been

developed as the basic method for line selection. The

procedure Is based on simulation, rather than opti-

mization techniques. Several Important criteria for

line selection are considered in the procedure. Since

exact quantitative trade-off ratios could not be estab-

lished among these criteria, a model optimizing the

choice among line alternatives on a mathematical basis

could not be specified.

The first stage of the line selection procedure

- 20



seeks to Isolate the most promising origin and desti-

nation zones. The basic criterion for linking origin

and destination zones is the potential which a bus trans-

portation link has for generating employment of inner-

city residents in suburban employments. Origin and

destination zones need, therefore, to be defined in

terms of their potential to supply labor and jobs re-

spectively. If the assumptions are made that there is

strong positive correlation between population density

and potential labor supply and between total employment

and total job vacancies, total population and total em-

ployment can be used as proxy variables for meaningful

potential labor supply and demand. The definition and

evaluation of alternative origin and destination zones

is based on the above rationale.

The geographic unit for estimating the values of

the population and employment variables had to be deli-

neated to establish the values of the two criterion

variables: origin zone population and destination zone

employment. The first geographic restriction placed on

the definition of the origin zones was that they had to

be located within the boundaries of the City ©»* St. Louis.

Sub-zones of the City defined by the boundaries of the

HOC and Model City Agency poverty areas are also considered
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In evaluating the total population criterion. An ad-

ditional restriction on defining the geographic limits

of the origin zones related to the width of the zone

around a central street defining each alternative trans-

portation route. The origin zone Is really a passenger

pick-up "corridor 11

* within the City of St. Louis. A

recent study for the Bi-State Development Agency Indi-

cated that the greater majority of passengers for St.

Louis bus lines came from within a quarter-mile or about

three blocks on either side of the route. The population

criterion variable has therefore been geographically

based upon a "corridor" about one-half mile wide within

the boundaries of St. Louis.

The definition of the destination zone employment

criterion is similar to that of the population variable.

The "employment corridor" over which employment is ag-

gregated for each destination zone is a corridor about

one-half mile wide around a central street within the

suburban areas surrounding the City of St. Louis. An

additional element in limiting the geographic extent of

each destination corridor is the degree to which regular

Bi-State buses already serve suburban St. Louis* For

example, the cities of Clayton and University City are

well served by Bi-State buses and are, therefore, excluded
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from destination zone employment figures, even though

an MTDP bus route alternative may pass through these

cl ti es

.

The procedure for specifying likely population

and employment corridors to link with bus services will

consist of a trial -and-error matching of contiguous city

blocks of high population and employment. A first ap-

proach to identifying areas of high population and em-

ployment density will be to analyze population and em-

ployment density statistics. This analysis, it is contem

plated, will reveal a limited number of geographic poc-

kets of high density target population and employment

concentrations. For example, the high-rise, public hous-

ing projects in St. Louis and the McDonnel 1 -Dougl as

employment complex in Hazelwood are obvious pockets of

high-density, target population and employment concen-

trations respectively.

These pockets of population and employment con-

centration then serve as nuclei for the definition of

provisional origin and destination zones. These zones

are aggregations of city blocks representing population

corridors as defined above. The resulting configura-

tion of city blocks will provide high density population
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and employment paths to be connected by alternative bus

routes. A computer program has been designed to assist

the MTDP staff In calculating the volume of population

and employment for the different population and employ-

ment corridors. The program provides a flexible means

for changing and adjusting the geographic configuration

on the origin and destination zones.

The next phase of the selection procedure con-

sists of matching origin zones with destination zones.

Here the distance and travel time separating alterna-

tive origin zones from a transportation destination zone

are Important selection criteria. A linking of an ori-

gin zone greatly separated in time or distance from a

given destination zone Is less desirable than a linking

of a closer origin zone. The entire set of feasible

linkings of origin zones with destination zones by a

bus line must, therefore, be evaluated In terms of the

criterion variables of: 1) service time, and 2) distance.

Service time Is an Important variable In judging

the likelihood of motivating passengers to use the bus

service. For example. It has been maintained that few

people will be willing to travel to work by bus If a

ride of more than an hour In duration Is Involved. The
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shorter the service time, the more desirable the link-

ing of a particular pair of origin and destination zones.

The distance is included as a surrogate variable for cost.

Since the MTDP is charged a flat fee per mile of bus

service, a near perfect correlation exists between the

distance covered by a particular bus line and its po-

tential cost to the project. The shorter the distance,

the more desirable the linking of a particular pair of

origin and destination zones.

The Bi-State Development Agency will make overall

time and distance estimates for each alternative linking

of the origin and destination zones. This will provide

a basis for eliminating the obviously inferior line al-

ternatives in terms of the four variables: 1) potential

origin zone population served; 2) potential destination

zone employment; 3) travel time, and 4) travel distance

(cost of line). Recalculation of the values of the popu-

lation and employment variables may be involved in test-

ing different linking alternatives.

The final phase is to make a detailed evaluative

comparison of the set of bus line alternatives that ap-

pear to be minimally feasible. This involves a ranking

of the alternatives against one another on all relevant
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criterion variables. The inclusion in this evaluation

of additional criterion variables is possible. The

method of line evaluation is not affected by the num-

ber of criterion variables. Addition of a criterion

variable does, however, complicate the process of eval-

uation. The tentative line evaluation method can be des-

cribed as follows:

SAMPLE TABLE

Feasible Set Criterion #1 Criterion #2 Criterion #3 Criterion #4
of Alternative Population Labor Market Line Line Service
Lines Served Served Distance Time

No. Rank No. Rank No. Rank No. Rank

A
i

60,000 1 40,000 1 20 1 80 1

A
2

40,000 2 30,000 3 60 3 90 2

A
3

35,000 3 35,000 2 40 2 100 3

A
4

30,000 4 25,000 4 65 4 120 4

The sample table above assumes four alternative lines with

hypothetical criterion values and rankings. It also assumes

only four criterion variables. A table such as this will

be used in evaluating the relative desirability of the line

alternatives. The evaluation procedure will consist of

comparing each alternative line. A* through A^, with every

other line alternative. For example, in the table above,

alternative A^ would be compared with alternatives A^» A

^
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and A . Similarly, A will be compared with A and A .

4 2 ' 3 *

And, A will be compared with A . These comparisons will
3 4

be constrained so that if A Is preferred to A and A

1

2 2

Is preferred to A^, then A
t
must be preferred to A

3
.

Also, If an alternative outranked another alternative

on all of the criterion variables, it must be preferred

to the other alternatives. These two restrictions will

help assure consistency in the evaluation process.

For our example, A^ must be preferred to, in gen-

eral, A , A and A , because it outranks all of them on
2 3 4

each of the four criteria. A and A , however, switch
2 3

in overall ranking depending upon the criterion variable

involved. For example, line A would serve a larger popu-
2

latlon than line A , but it will serve a smaller labor
3

market than A . Alternative A can, however, be elimi-
3 4

nated immediately as inferior to all of the other alter-

natives since it ranks last on all the criterion variables.

Alternatives like A and A present a problem of
2 3

trading off the advantages of one line against the advan-

tages of the other. It therefore becomes necessary to

compare these alternatives directly as pairs. Each pair

of alternatives has to be ranked against one another to

determine a preference ordering. In the final prefer-

ence ordering each alternative must be preferred to all
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alternatives of lower preference to maintain consistency

In preference ranking.

A proposed procedure for making the line selec-

tion evaluations is to use a panel of judges for this

purpose. The judges would be provided with a copy of

the basic comparison table. Each judge would then study

the comparison table and make an independent preference

ordering of all the bus line alternatives. The ordering

must be made within the restrictions on judgement stipu-

lated above. The judges would then meet in committee to

discuss their individual preference orderings and to con-

solidate them into a final preference ordering of the

line alternatives.

It is possible that two or more line alternatives

may have a destination or origin zone in common. If this

is the case, those alternatives will not be mutually

exclusive. The final preference ordering will have to

be revised with this in mind. Line alternatives which

are not mutually exclusive will then have to be evaluated

as a combination alternative against the preference or-

dering of the individual line alternatives.

A limited budget is available for the actual oper-

ating costs of the MTDP transportation grid. The panel
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would next consider the preferred alternatives within

the budget constraint. The panel accumulates the esti-

mated total cost of each line alternative starting with

the highest ranking alternative until the budget amount

is exhausted. It is possible that the last preferred

alternative may have a cost greater than the remaining

budget. This will make it necessary to skip down the

preference ordering to less preferred alternatives that

can be financed out of the remaining funds.

The budget line alternatives thus selected would

become the lines to be recommended for the MTDP experi-

mental transportation grid. The MTDP staff has the re-

sponsibility for applying the bus line selection method

and generating a set of preferred bus line recommenda-

tions. This requires application of the selection

method to available data, evaluating bus route alter-

natives, and preparing the necessary documentation

supporting recommended alternatives. The recommendations

will have to be made subject to the financial constraints

Imposed by available funds. They will be accompanied by

a complete schedule of bus services to meet normal shift

times of employers to be served in the destination zones.

This bus route selection model provides a useful
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degree of practical flexibility. Additional criteria

for evaluating alternatives can be added If they are

regarded as germane to the particular choice situation.

Application of elements of the above approach to the

recommendation of two bus routes linking the central

City of St. Louis with the Meramec Industrial Valley

made use of eight evaluation criteria (see Table II

of Appendix III* Fenton Route recommendation.) The

selection procedure allows consideration of all rele-

vant Information about each route alternative in addi-

tion to the explicit ranking of route alternatives on

selected criterion variables. The Fenton route recom-

mendation presents a case study of the route selection

method In actual application. The variable omitted

from consideration, "destination zone employment," is

relevant in the choice among alternative destination

zones. In the case of the Fenton route the destination

zone was pre-selected for reasons given in Appendix III.

A final decision on the selection of any particu-

lar route may also be Influenced by unique favorable or

unfavorable ancillary factors or surrounding conditions.

For example, planning the Fenton route provided a unique

opportunity to serve the community of Meacham Park. On

the other hand, a constraint on any route planned to serve
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Fenton was the necessity to include service to the two

Chrysler plants (the area's dominant employer). The

decision to select a particular route cannot be made

effectively without weighing the importance of such

ancillary factors. This requires a knowledge about

both the origin and destination zones of each route

that goes beyond the formal planning criteria.

The MTDP staff have further qualified their pro-

cedure for choosing route recommendations by subjecting

their choices to extensive scrutiny by other affected

agencies. This is done both within the family of dele-

gate agencies of the Human Development Corporation and

with the officials of the Model City Agency and the

other subcontractors. The hope is to arrive at a con-

sensus recommendation which will receive the cooperative

support of all agencies if implemented. Experience with

the Fenton route recommendation should provide a test of

this expectation. The Fenton route recommendation was

submitted for official approval only after exhaustive

intra- and inter-agency discussions.

Experience in making the Fenton route selection

and planning decisions indicated the utility of addi-

tional information regarding specific employers in the
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destination zone. Additional Information, beyond gross

employment and shift-time data, on specific employers

can: 1) sharpen marginal decisions in choosing among

alternative routes; 2) help in determining the number

of buses needed to serve each route; 3) assist in the

processes of scheduling bus timetables and stops; 4)

aid job development and placement agencies In bringing

destination zone employers and origin zone job seekers

together; and 5) help guide promotional activities for

the bus services.

A pilot questionnaire has been developed as an

instrument for obtaining systematic information on rele-

vant employer data. Until now, specific employer data

have been obtained on a piecemeal basis when necessary.

A reproduction of the proposed questionnaire is con-

tained in Appendix V. Present plans are to enlist the

cooperation of job developers from Work Opportunities

Unlimited, a Human Development Corporation delegate

agency, in field testing the questionnaire. It should

provide valuable additional data for route planning.

Systematic employer information should also provide a

richer base against which to evaluate the success of

the various lines after implementation.
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5. Description of Basic Planning Data

The discussion In the preceding section Indicated

that the basic data for planning the demonstration pro-

ject relate to population and employment. The problems

Involved In finding current reliable and valid local data

on labor market variables were discussed In the first

progress report. In summary. It became obvious to the

MTDP staff that detailed current data on labor demand

and supply for the geographic planning units we have to

deal with are simply not available. The geographic unit

for planning Is the city or transportation block. A lar-

ger unit would be too gross for the detailed planning

needed to design transportation corridors.

The only base population data available by city

block are 1960 Census data. Even these data are not

easily accessible. For instance. It took the U. S.

Bureau of the Census approximately two months to pre-

pare and deliver a computer tape with population figures

by Census block for 1960; this was due in part to the

difficulty of translating the data into a format amen-

able to processing on currently used computers. Other

data used include a Missouri State Department of High-

ways sample survey of the 1965-66 population (by “trans-
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portation zone") in the St. Louis SMSA and an East-

Nest Gateway Coordinating Council record of total em-

ployment by "transportation zone” for the St. Louis

SMSA of 1 96£

.

The East-Nest Gateway Coordinating Council also

produced a master indexing computer tape system to coor-

dinate and aggregate "census block", "city block",

"transportation block", and "transportation zone" data.

This Geographic Master Index File was used by the MTDP

staff to produce relevant block statistics on population

and employment from the three population and employ-

ment tapes mentioned in the previous paragraph.

The basic method for producing the planning data

that will be contained in the Mass Transportation Master

File (MTMF) is outlined In Technical Appendix VI. Recent

developments Indicate that it may be necessary to adjust

the procedure for processing the employment data to com-

ply with restrictions on data disclosure; however, the

end product of the MTMF will be total population and

employment data by whatever aggregation of "transporta-

tion blocks” are desired for planning purposes.

Basic data on transportation travel time and dis-

tances for alternative bus routes are supplied upon
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request by Bi-State. The MTDP planning staff first have

to define the set of route alternatives to be considered

before the estimates of time and distance can be made.

The Bi-State estimates for the TEMPO/Northwest line have

generally been quite accurate. Experience in planning

the Fenton line recommendation has also demonstrated that

prompt and accurate time and distance estimates are avail-

able.

6. Evaluation Phase

Evaluation of the St. Louis MTDP experimental

transportation services will be related to three areas

of system's performance:

1) Volume of ridership generated;

2) Financial performance; and

3) Analysis of passenger characteristics.

Some preliminary analysis has been made in each of

the three areas of performance. The results are reported

in Technical Appendices I and II of this report. These

preliminary analyses. In addition to providing a base

for periodic trend analysis, will help establish the

final criteria for judging the significance of this ex-

periment in the development of urban transportation sys-

tems.
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6.1 Ridershlp and Financial Performance

Technical Appendix I contains an analysis of the

ridershlp and financial performance of the TEMPO/North-

west line from Its inception through December, 1968.

A major difficulty in evaluating the ridership and fi-

nancial performance of this project is related to the

fact that It is superimposed on an existing bus trans-

portation grid. There Is, consequently, no satisfac-

tory method available for separating its results com-

pletely from that of the rest of the System.

The problem of differentiation Is complicated

further by the fact that the same agency Is providing

both bus services. The revenues and costs of the two

services are not Independent and ridership on the TEMPO

buses is to some extent a function of the Bi-State trans-

portation system as a whole. The TEMPO transportation

grid must, therefore, be evaluated as an extension of

an existing bus service network. The Important question

Is whether the TEMPO routes will be viable addition* to

the Bi-State transportation grid. Estimates are, there-

fore, necessary of the additional revenue* versus the

additional co*t* generated by the TEMPO bus services.

The problem of estimating marginal revenues and
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costs for the project are discussed in Technical Appen-

dix I. Although the cost and revenue measures used lack

precision, the financial performance of TEMPO/Northwest

over the first eight months has been less than optimal.

It remains to be seen whether the long-run performacce

of the line will show an improved financial picture. A

major problem is the length of the line. Near capacity

ridership appears to be a necessity for financial suc-

cess with cost so directly affected by mileage.

6.2 Analysis of Passenger Characteristics

The effectiveness evaluation is to be broader

than a mere test of the economic feasibility of each

line. The evaluation is intended to Include an assess-

ment of the general socio-economic impact that the trans-

portation services make on the target area population.

A preferred bus service evaluation procedure would

require a before-and-af ter study design of the target

population. The HDC-City Plan Commission (CRP) survey

of the socio-economic characteristics of St. Louis resi-

dents should provide a comparative data base for the bus

line evaluation but it cannot be used as a direct frame

for a follow-up study. An attempt to design a before-
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and-after follow-up study in collaboration with Pro-

ject Newcastle failed to gain administrative accep-

tance from the housing authorities. (See first pro-

gress report.)

The current plan is to base the evaluation study

on the results of an extensive, on-bus, sample survey

of MTDP bus passengers. The survey is geared to obtain

information on volume of bus usage, passenger charac-

teristics, reasons for bus travel, and changes in em-

ployment and earnings variables as a result of bus usage.

The Bi -State Development Agency provides the MTDP

staff with daily counts of total ridership on each TEMPO

bus. The same person may, of course, use several TEMPO

buses in one day or over one week. In addition, com-

pletely different individuals may use the same buses

on different days of the week. It is probable that a

large population of TEMPO passengers are regular riders

using the buses to and from work five days per week;

however, the Bi-State ridership statistics, although

quite suitable for measuring the general volume of bus

usage, are not a proper basis for gathering information

and making inferences about the personal characteristics

of TEMPO passengers.
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The information generated by the survey should pro

vide before-and-af ter comparisons of socio-economic vari-

ables as they relate to the population of bus passengers.

A comparison of the characteristics of the population of

bus passengers with the socio-economic profiles generated

by the CRP survey will, in turn, provide a means of es-

timating to what extent the bus services have influenced

the target area population as a whole. Data from the HOC

client data bank will be used where feasible to supple-

ment the survey data. These comparisons should, for

example, provide some insight into the effectiveness

with which the TEMPO bus services are assisting the

hard-core unemployed as opposed to simply serving better

qualified workers who may already have had access to em-

ployment in the destination zones.

The on-bus survey questionnaire has already been

designed, tested, and applied to a cross-section of

summer-1968 TEMPO/Northwes t passengers. The results of

this survey are discussed in Technical Appendix II.

Periodic cross-sectional surveys similar to the survey

described in Technical Appendix II will serve to give

a longitudinal appraisal of growth and change in the

characteristics of TEMPO passengers over the entire ex-

perimental period. A copy of the final form of the on-
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bus survey questionnaire is included in Technical Ap-

pendix V.

Coding instructions and punching and editing pro-

cedures for handling the survey data have been established.

An Interviewers 1 guide is in the developmental stage with

the collaboration of the Staff Training Department of

the Human Development Corporation. The Staff Training

Department will be responsible for training HDC inter-

viewers to conduct future periodic on-bus surveys.

The passenger profile obtained from the first perio-

dic on-bus survey shows the unmistakable Impact of sea-

sonal variables on the composition of TEMPO ridership.

Generalizations about the type of passenger served by

TEMPO will have to take seasonality into consideration.

It is obvious that a series of surveys will need to be

made to get a valid picture of the Influence of the TEMPO

buses.

In addition to seasonal changes in the composition

of TEMPO passengers, two other factors seem to produce

significant additional variation in the volume and char-

acteristics of TEMPO passengers. The first of these fac-

tors is the turnover resulting from substitution of other

modes of transportation for bus transportation. There is
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a strong suspicion that the TEMPO/Northwest line has

lost considerable traffic to other modes of travel.

This is a major research hypothesis that needs to be

tested carefully. A bus service such as TEMPO may act

as a catalyst in bringing workers and employers together

without long-run benefit to the line itself. The wor-

ker, once he has a job, can, for example, become a mem-

ber of a car pool or be financially able to drive an

automobile to work.

The second factor is related to the ebb-and-flow

in passengers associated with special training programs.

The on-bus survey reported in Appendix II shows clearly

that major users of TEMPO were young persons on special

training programs. These training programs, governmental

or private, have become a regular institution. It is

quite possible that TEMPO ridership and passenger char-

acteristics will be substantially affected by the status

of employer training programs in the destination zones.

A longitudinal approach to the analysis of TEMPO passen-

gers is, therefore, imperative to the proper evaluation

of the performance of the line.

The MTDP staff has decided upon a sampling de-

sign involving monthly, cross-sectional surveys of TEMPO
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passengers. The weekly rate of passenger turnover is

probably too small and unreliable to Justify a weekly

interview schedule. The on-bus surveys will be sched-

uled for the week including the twelfth day of each

month or the first week thereafter. If the week of the

twelfth includes a public holiday during the work week

Each interviewer will be supplied with an alphabetical

listing of past respondents. This list will contain

the identification number, full name, and address of

each previous respondent. If a passenger has already

been Interviewed, the Interviewers will check the ad-

dress. ask for any other change In status, and then

check the passenger's name on the list. The data files

of these passengers will be retrieved and added to the

statistics for the current period.

The sampling design for the survey requires that

every effort be made to Interview everyone using the

buses during the survey week. The number of Individuals

riding the TEMPO/Northwest buses have probably never ex-

ceeded a total of 200 per week. It Is unlikely that

passenger volume on new TEMPO lines will quickly ex-

ceed such numbers. In dealing with small weekly popu-

lations of passengers, the likelihood of sampling error

in inter-monthly comparisons of detailed trends In passen-
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ger characteristics Is extremely great if fewer than

all of the passengers for the sample week are inter-

viewed. In order to get good comparative statistics for

studying passenger characteristics and passenger turn-

over and the resultant changes in passenger character-

istics, It is imperative that virtually all passengers

be Interviewed during each survey period. Since the

interviewers will have a whole week for conducting on-

bus interviews, this approach should be quite feasible.

7. Revisions in MTDP Activity Network

The MTDP staff, at the inception of the project,

designed an activity network to guide and coordinate

their dual role as project planners and evaluators.

This original network included time estimates based on

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) methodo-

logy. The time estimates have been dropped from a re-

vised and expanded version of the MTDP activity network.

The MTDP staff experienced considerable, unanti-

cipated delays along some of the MTDP activity paths as

a result of factors beyond their direct control. The

primary delays resulted from late delivery of planning

input data requested from secondary sources. These de-

lays involved months rather than days and made the ori-
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ginai time estimates obsolete. In revising the acti-

vity network it was, therefore, decided to temporarily

drop the time estimates until more direct control over

the timing of planned events could be established.

The new activity network for the MTDP staff is

reproduced in Exhibits 6 and 7. Two lines of activity

must be advanced to completion in order to meet the ob-

ligations of the MTDP staff under their work program.

Exhibit 6 diagrams the sequence of activities involved

in the planning phase of the MTDP work program. Exhibit

7 displays the sequence of activities related to the

completion of the evaluation phase of the MTDP work pro-

gram. The planning phase will be completed earlier than

the evaluation phase of the study.

Many of the activities along both major paths

have already been completed and others are in a stage of

partial completion. (The activities that are completed

at present are marked with an asterisk.)

The activity paths depicted in Exhibits 6 and 7 r e

,

in the main, sel f-expanatory . A number of additional

remarks may clarify remaining problems of interpreting the

two flow diagrams. The activity networks of Figures 6

and 7 portray only the planning and evaluation phases of

the total work responsibilities of the MTDP staff. The
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project staff also have major administrative and report

writing responsibilities relative to their planning and

evaluation activities. These functions are continuing

obligations that permeate all MTDP activities and do not

lend themselves to exposition by the network technique.

The design of the TEMPO/Northwest service and the

Fenton route recommendation were made on an individual

basis. In making these recommendations the MTDP staff

departed from the general model they developed for plan-

ning the MTDP transportation grid. The reasons for this

departure from the general route selection method are

documented in the Individual recommendations. Events

P-18 and P-20 were Included in the planning phase acti-

vity network to accomodate these deviations from the

general route planning model.

8. Job Development and Placement Efforts

The Human Development Corporation has attempted

to assist the TEMPO line by directing special attention

to job development and placement in the Hazelwood area

destination zone. As noted previously (Exhibit 1) a

meeting of employers in the area was called before the

line began in order to explain its purpose and indicate
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that many of the concerns would be called upon by job

developers. This was followed by an Intensive effort

on the part of Work Opportunities Unlimited, an HDC

delegate agency, to develop new jobs In the area. A

second such effort was also made.

As the job development effort proceeded, a system

of Identifying all relevant job orders called Into the

HOC “job bank" was instituted. At the same time place-

ment workers In HDC's neighborhood stations were alerted

to the new bus service and provided with schedules and

other supporting material. A weekly report, summarizing

these efforts. Is generated by HDC's Data Center. The

report for February 3, 1969 (Exhibit 8) Is Illustrative

of the format.

The first question that a reader might ask upon

glancing at these figures Is “What about the Missouri

State Employment Service?" "Aren't they placing any

people out there?" In point of fact, they are - but

have steadfastly failed to cooperate In providing HDC

with this data. Efforts are currently being made by the

Model City Agency to overcome this difficulty. More

substantive questions, however, are:
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DATA CONTROL CENTER

WEEKLY TEMPO JOB REPORT

DATE: 2-3-69 REPORT FOR WEEK OF 1-27-69 TiERD 1-31-69

The weekly TEMPO job development and placement activity as
reported to the JOB BANK UNIT at the Data Control Center is as
follows:

This Week Cumulative*

1. JOBS DEVELOPED:

a) By W.O.U. 6 191

b) By Urban League 0 19

c) By M.S.E.S. 0 0

TOTAL 6 210

2. JOB :REFERRALS:

a) On W.O.U. Jobs 1 294
b) On Urban League Jobs 0 5

c) On M.S.E.S. Jobs 0 0

TOTAL 1 299

3. J03 PLACEMENTS:

a) On W.O.U. Jobs 0 85

b) On Urban League Jobs 0 0

c) On M.S.E.S Jobs 0 0

TOTAL 0 85

4. JOBS STILL OPEN THIS DATE:

a) W.O.U. 23 * Represents total
b) Urban League 5 in each category
c) M.S.E.S. 0 since May 16, 1968

TOTAL 28

Meekly Report from HDC Job Bank
EXHIBIT 8



UAIA LURIKUL Ltrn'hK

WEEKLY REPORT 0 SI TEMPO JOB ORDERS
DATE: 2-3-69

The following actions on TEMPO job orders were reported

throuoh the Job Bank Unit of the Data Control Center:
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1. Why have only 28% of the applicants been

placed In jobs?

2. Why are there still open jobs if there are

unemployed people?

The answers to the first question are rather simple.

Most employers in the area - and especially the larger

employers - hire the best qualified applicants. These

are not usually ghetto residents. There has been little

if any cooperation on giving preference to hard-core

unemployed, and inasmuch as the companies concerned can

meet their needs without these people, such preference

would seem to be a necessity if they are to be hired.

A notable exception to this trend has been the coopera-

tion of Diversified Metals, Incorporated. It is the

feeling of the MTDP staff that unless real cooperation

is obtained from the large manufacturers the project

can never be an economic success.

The answer to the second question is that the

jobs remaining open are those in the $1.65 - $2.00 range.

Jobs In this range are available closer to the central

city, and are naturally given preference by inner-city

residents. Further, many employment counselors hesitate

to refer adult men to jobs in this salary range with
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little chance for advancement. A contributing factor Is

that some of the jobs are In the higher ranges, but re-

quire training that the typical applicant does not have

,„d which the companies are unable or unwilling to pro-

vide. intensive manpower training efforts are another

prerequisite for the success of a project of this type.

Future efforts at HDC will be designed to concen-

trate attention on these problems. It should be noted

that the Fenton line recommendation (Technical Appendix

in) was based partially on the fact that a large-scale

training program Is underway at the Chrysler plant there.

In addition, the Model City Agency has recently assumed

an active role In soliciting support from a broad range

. community agencies Involved In job development and

placement.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX I

Review of Rldershlp and Financial Performance of

MTDP TEMPO/Northwest Bus Services,

April 29 - December 31, 1968
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Ideally, the financial performance of a project

such as this should be evaluated against actual flows of

costs and revenues generated by the project. Where the

project Is superimposed on an existing transportation

network, this requires Identification of the additional

costs and revenues generated by the project. It Is noto-

riously difficult to separate such Incremental costs and

revenues from the total system's costs and revenues. For

example, the new bus services may to some extent be used

as a substitute for other bus services by regular users

of the bus system. A part of the revenue accruing to the

new lines should then properly be credited to the pre-

viously existing services. On the cost side, it Is

possible that some administrative staff assigned to this

project, for example, were already employed by the exist-

ing system and are receiving no additional remuneration

for their work on the project. Costs assigned to the

project should strictly not Include a share for such

services and previously existing rent, taxes. Insurance,

and other overhead expense.

As a result of the difficulties Involved In in-

cremental cost and revenue accounting, the accounting

for the MTDP bus services was based on negotiated formulae
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and procedures to approximate actual flows of revenues

and costs to the project.

The accounting for the costs accruing to the bus

services was based on an average cost per mile formula.

In the third quarter of 1967, the Bi-State Transit Sys-

tem reported average operating costs per bus mile of

95.24 cents to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Since

this figure Includes an averaging of overhead expenses

for the total system, the additional costs of an Incre-

ment in service miles would, as a rule, tend to be lower

than the average operating costs per mile. In view of

the above. It was agreed that the Bi-State Development

Agency would charge the City of St. Louis the following

costs per mile for all bus miles chargeable to the

project:

Until 2/29/68 91.91 cents per bus mile

3/1/68 to 8/30/68 92.86 cents per bus mile

9/1/68 and thereafter 93.97 cents per bus mile

The cost figures reported In this section are calculated

on the basis of the above basic cost of service. This,

In effect, means that there Is an invariant direct rela-

tionship between mileage and cost for this project for

each time period stated above. The 91.91 cents per bus

mile rate was never applied since the first buses started
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running on April 29, 1968.

A computational formula for TEMPO bus service

xevenuea was negotiated between the Bi-State Development

Agency and the St. Louis Model City Agency representing

the City of St. Louis. The negotiated share of TEMPO

revenue accruing to the project applies to services to

the Hazelwood Industrial Complex only. Additional reve-

nue formulas will be negotiated to apply to other TEMPO

lines. The basic accounting equation agreed upon can be

described as follows:

TOTAL NET REVENUE * 50* (C.R.) + 5* (T.I.) + 60* (P.S.)

+ 15* (P.H. ) + 25* (T.C. ) - 30* (T.I.)

where:

C.R. * number of cash riders;

T.I. * number of transfers Issued;

P.S. * number of passes sold;

P.H. s number of passes honored;

T.C. a number of transfers collected.

In practice, two of the above variables are not

measured directly in determining the amount of adjusted

gross revenue. The credit given for passes honored dur-

ing weekdays is based on a count of passes honored on one.
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randomly-selected, day of the week In question. A tally

Is not kept of the number of cash riders, only of trans-

fer riders. In practice, therefore, farebox revenue Is

adjusted by an estimate of revenue from gold passes

honored and Increments to revenue and cost calculated from

transfers Issued and collected and passes sold.

In September, 1968 the Bi-State Development

Agency, for security reasons, discontinued the sale of

weekly passes on buses. Bi-State passes are now sold

through retail outlets throughout the transit area. This

evidently has resulted In a reduction In the use of weekly

passes by riders. Table 1-1 shows that the proportion

of total TEMPO revenue obtained from cash rldershlp has

Increased substantially while revenue from passes honored

has declined substantially. The MTDP has, nevertheless,

lost the 60 cents per passenger revenue generated by the

sale of passes on our buses.

The total revenue generated during the first eight

months of TEMPO operations Is detailed in Table 1-1.

Table 1-2 contains a summary of monthly rldership, reve-

nues and costs for the project bus services during the

same period. The sharp upward trend in revenues during

the first four months of the project can probably be

ascribed to two factors, the effects of the second factor
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being more Important than the effects of the first factor:

1) an initial upsurge in rldership as a result of the

novelty of the service;

2) a seasonal Increase in ridershlp associated with tem-

porary summer employment in youth employment and train-

ing programs.

September and October ridership reflect the seasonal de-

crease in summer employment, while the ridership for

November shows the effects of a planned reduction in ser-

vice.

The bus services to the Hazelwood industrial

complex were reduced from 28 to 16 buses on weekdays and

all weekend buses were discontinued as of October 28, 1968.

This service reduction was affected on the basis of an

analysis of the performance of the TEMPO buses during the

four-week period from August 5, 1968 to September 1, 1968

(see memorandum attached as Appendix IV).

It Is quite clear from Table 1-2 that the revenue

from the TEMPO buses had not been sufficient to cover the

costs of service. It should be pointed out that although

the cash fare on the Hazelwood buses is 50 cents, average

revenue per passenger accruing to the project was 28 cents
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during November. TEMPO revenue does, therefore, not

reflect the actual cost to riders of the bus services.

This discrepancy results from the use of passes, trans-

fers and the revenue sharing formula agreed to between

the Model City Agency and the Bi-State Development Agency.

It has been suggested elsewhere that, as a result of

changed conditions, the formula be renegotiated.

The following is a monthly by run analysis of

the performance of the TEMPO system from August through

December. The analysis was not begun until last August

due to incomplete data for the preceding months. At this

time twenty-eight (28) runs were in operation, and con-

tinued until October 28, when twelve runs were discontinued,

based on the performance evaluation presented in Appendix

IV. (These twelve runs are marked with asterisks in

Tables 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 and Exhibits 1-1 and 1-2.) It

should be noted that the average revenue per line for these

twelve lines from August 1 until discontinued was $.0083,

well below the average revenue per line of the total service

for the same period of $.0455, or of the sixteen lines

maintained in operation of $.0739.

In general, adjusted total revenue per mile de-

clined from August through October, due to the seasonal

decline in total ridership:
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August,

September,

October,

November,

December

,

$0.0568 per mile

$0.0404 per mile

$0.0397 per mile

$0.0500 per. mile

$0.0456 per mile

The November Increase In adjusted total revenue per mile

resulted from the decision to eliminate the twelve low-

performance lines from the TEMPO service. December re-

venue per mile decreased slightly as a result of some

Voss In rldershlp during the holidays. Exhibits 1-1 and

1-2 depict the revenue per mile data of Table 1-3 In bar-

graph form. Revenue per mile varies greatly. It corre-

lates directly with differences In rldershlp, since re-

venue per line was derived by allocating total revenue

per time period according to rldershlp per bus line.

On this basis, the 6:35 a.m. outbound and the

4:33 p.m. Inbound were by far the most profitable runs.

Together they averaged revenue per mile of $0.2481 and

accounted for 49 percent of revenue for the total service

over the five-month period.

Three outbound runs - 5:10, 5:23, and 5:41 a.m.,

and two inbound - 2:57 and 3:34 p.m., together show a

revenue performance which, while not approaching the above
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runs. Is substantially greater than the remainder of the

service. Over the five month period, average revenues

per mile of these five lines was $.0610, and they con-

tributed 30 percent of total revenue. The seven most

profitable lines together thus accounted for 80 percent

of the revenue for the entire service.

The remaining nine lines, accounting for 20 per-

cent of total revenue over the five month period, had an

average revenue per mile of $.0311. However, these fig-

ures are not a true measure of their value. Three of

the nine lines - the outbound 9:01 and 1:01, and the

Inbound 12:00 noon - are designed to accomodate job ap-

plicants, and are timed to coincide with the hours of

job personnel Interviewers at various companies. It is

hoped these riders will become regular passengers on

other lines.

One of the problems faced by TEMPO in attempting

to reduce the cost of the project h&s been that of "dead-

head" mileage. The routes of the bus lines take them con-

siderable distances from most of the regular lines oper-

ated by the Bi-State system. This has necessitated in-

cluding a great deal of dead-head mileage in the TEMPO

lines - mileage over which no passengers are carried from
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the garage to the route and/or from the end of the route

to the garage. Some of the dead-head mileage can be

avoided by integrating empty buses to carry passengers

on regular routes. Bi-State has done an excellent job

of trying to reduce TEMPO dead-head mileage by this

means; however, this is difficult, and 27 percent of total

TEMPO mileage is still dead-head mileage on which no

revenue is generated. This means that 27 percent of the

cost of running the TEMPO service, as constituted since

November 4, is for dead-head mileage.

Table 1-5 shows monthly revenue per passenger

mile adjusted by eliminating dead-head mileage. This

revenue per noute. mile calculation shows the revenue per-

formance of the TEMPO service on the assumption that all

dead-head mileage is eliminated from the system. While

dead-head mileage could never be entirely eliminated, it

is conceivable that once a decision is made to continue

a TEMPO line permanently, dead-head mileage can be sub-

stantially reduced.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX II

Passenger Profile of TEMPO/Northwest

Line - Summer, 1968
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The MTDP pilot line between the City of St. Louis

and the Hazelwood industrial area was inaugurated on

April 29, 1968. Ridership on the line, as anticipated,

grew gradually, then demonstrated a seasonal peak during

the summer months followed by a reduced level of rider-

ship during the last quarter of 1968. The aggregate pat-

tern of total ridership is analyzed in detail in another

section of this report. Although total ridership is an

important measure of traffic volume, it is replete with

double counting of individual passengers who took more

than one ride during the reporting period. The purpose

of this section of the report is to sketch a profile of

the types of individuals who patronize the TEMPO buses.

The passenger statistics presented below, therefore,

treat each passenger as a single observation.

Since MTDP ridership showed an obvious seasonal

component, the passenger profile emerging from the pre-

sent statistics represents a cross-section of "summer"

passengers on tHe TEMPO line. In particular, the basic

data relate to TEMPO passengers who were interviewed

through an on-bus- survey during the period July 17

through July 26, 1968. The discussion of ridership

characteristics which follow must be evaluated within
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sengers, as Intimated above, probably represent a good

cross-section of those types of Individuals who made

fairly regular use of the TEMPO buses during the summer

of 1968. The respondents probably under-represent

occasional passengers and members of the Ford Motor

Company.

TEMPO PASSENGERS BY METHOD OF
FARE PAYMENT - SUMMER, 1968

Type of Fare Number Percent

Cash 53 39.6

Pass 81 60.4

TOTAL 134 100.0

TABLE 1 1 -1

The majority of TEMPO passengers, about 60 percent

make use of passes in paying for their rides (see Table

II-l.) This information underscores the importance of

adjusting the revenue formula used by the Bi-State Develop

ment Agency in sharing pass revenues with the MTDP (see

Technical Appendix I evaluating the financial performance

of the MTDP.) A high proportion of pass riders also in-

dicates a high proportion of regular passengers.
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frequency of ridership of tempo
PASSENGERS - SUMMER 1968

A. Trips last week
(One direction):

Number Percent

0 trips 25 18.7

1-4 trips 15 11.2

5 or more trips 93 69.4

No response 1 .7

134 100.0

B. Round trip Rider:

Yes 102 76.1

No 32 23.9

134 100.0

TABLE I 1-2

Table II-2 Indicates that 69 percent of the res-

ponding passengers made at least five trips between the

City of St. Louis and Hazelwood during the week preceding

the survey week. The statistics In Table 2 suggest a rela-

tively high proportion of regular riders. The statistics

In Table II-3 show the reason each passenger gave for

making the trip. These figures support the proposition

that most TEMPO passengers are riding the buses In the

course of their work routine. 93 percent of the passengers
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made their trips in connection with work. A substantial

core of TEMPO ridership during the summer of 1968 can be

considered regular riders on their way to or back from

work. According to the survey only about 1.5 percent of

passengers were seeking work. This finding, as Indicated

before, probably understates the actual proportion of work

seekers among TEMPO passengers.

TEMPO PASSENGERS BY REASON
FOR USING BUS - SUMMER 1968

Reason for Trip Number Percent

Work 125 93.3

Looking for Work 2 1.5

Shopping 4 3.0

Other 3 2.2

134 100.0

TABLE 1 1 -3

Table II-4 contains a summary of selected personal

characteristics of the responding TEMPO passengers. These

data Indicate the passengers to be preponderantly male,

black, and in the younger age brackets. Two-thirds of

the passengers also were found to be without valid driver's

1 icenses

.
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SELECTED PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF TEMPO PASSENGERS - SUMMER 1968

Characteristics: Number Percent

Sex:

Male 97 72.4

Female 37 27.6

Race:

Negro 120 89.6

Other 14 10.4

Age:

18 years or under 68 50.7

19-24 years 43 32.1

25 - 29 years 8 5.9

30 - 34 years 5 3.7

35 - 39 years
1 .7

40 - 44 years 3 2.2

45 years or over 5 3.7

No response
1 .1

Valid driver's license

Yes
44 32.8

No
90 67.2

TOTAL ....
134 100.0

TABLE 1 1-4
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This Information tends to support the argument that the

bus service was of vital importance to a majority of the

passengers in providing them with a transportation link

to their employment.

The passengers were asked about alternative means

of transportation that might have been available as a

substitute for taking the TEMPO bus. Their responses to

this question are summarized in Table II-5. More than a

third of the respondents either knew of no alternative

ALTERNATIVES TO TEMPO
BY TEMPO PASSENGERS

BUSES SELECTED
- SUMMER 1968

Alternative Transportation Number Percent

Drive 30 22.4

Car pool 30 22.4

Another bus 20 14.9

Other means 2 1.5

Would not make trip 30 22.4

Don't know 22 16.4

134 100.0

TABLE II-5

means or felt they would not be able to make the trip in

another way. The dependency of this particular group of

passengers on the TEMPO buses is further emphasized by
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the response of another 15 percent that they would

use another bus. Accessibility to the area on other

bus routes Is extremely Inconvenient. It seems that

over 50 percent of the passengers would have had dif-

ficulty maintaining their current employment without

the TEMPO bus service.

Table II-6 highlights major characteristics of

the employment of TEMPO passengers during summer, 1968.

The statistics emphasize the Importance of the McDonnell -

Douglas Corporation as an employer during the summer

period. In fact, all the statistics on passengers are

strongly Influenced by two youth summer employment pro-

grams undertaken by McDonnell-Douglas. Seventy-eight

percent of the responding TEMPO passengers were In the

employ of this single employer. The contribution of the

Ford Motor Company plant in Hazelwood to TEMPO rider-

ship was, as indicated, not adequately reflected by this

survey.

Most employed TEMPO passengers had full-time jobs.

Only four respondents Indicated a less-than-ful 1 -time

weekly work schedule. It should, however, be noted that

many of these jobs were temporary summer jobs in training,

clerical, or service positions. The distribution of the
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SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS ON THE EMPLOYMENT
STATUS OF TEMPO PASSENGERS - SUMMER 1968

Character!* Stic Number Percent

Employer:

McDonnel 1 -Douglas 105 78.4

Other 20 14.9

Not Applicable 9 6.7

Hours of Work:

Full Time 121 90.3

Part Time 4 3.0

Not Applicable 9 6.7

Type of Work:

Clerical and Sales 51 38.1

Trainees 36 26.9

Service Occupations 12 9.0

Not Applicable 9 6.7

Hourly Wage Rate:

$1 .00-1 .49 32 23.9

$1.50-1 .99 56 41.8

$2.00-2.49 10 7.5

$2.50-2.99 10 7.5

$3.00 and over 15 11.1

No Response 2 1.5

Not Applicable 9 6.7

TOTAL 134 100.0

TABLE I I -6
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survey respondents by type of work Indicates that about

74 percent of the respondents were employed in trainee,

clerical and sales, or service occupations. The hourly

wage rates paid to the respondents also reflect the tempor-

ary nature of the passengers Indicating wages of less than

$2.00 per hour.

A number of other job-related questions were asked

of special groupings among the respondents. The Intent of

these questions Is to obtain evidence as to the degree to

which the TEMPO bus service was of necessity to the pass-

engers. The response data to these questions are not

reported here because of the small size and seasonal

nature of the sample. These data will be analyzed In the

aggregate and compared with data collected from subsequent

on-bus surveys when sufficient data are available for more

confident generalization.

An important consideration In the planning of

bus routes Is the amount of time and effort passengers are

willing to invest in riding the bus. Tables 1 1 -7 and II-8

give some indication of the conditions under which TEMPO

respondents were willing to use the TEMPO bus services.

According to the data In Table 1 1 -7 , the typical TEMPO

passenger spent less than five minutes In getting to and

from the bus In executing his journey. There is evidence
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that some individuals spent more than 25 minutes in getting

to or from the bus. A visual examination of the raw data

indicated that practically all such respondents transferred

from or to another bus in making the journey. Table 8

shows that the majority of the respondents walked both to

and from the TEMPO bus. A substantial minority were

transfer passengers; however, this apparent willingness

to transfer augurs well for the success of additional bus

services consciously designed to be integrated with exist-

ing bus service networks. Further tests of this important

proposition will be made in future on-bus surveys. The

MTDP staff are at present working on a program to combine

the data on each individual on total time spent between

the origin of his journey and its destination. This pro-

gram is also designed to give estimates on the distance

that each passenger traveled on the TEMPO bus line.

The summer, 1968 on-bus survey was the first in a

planned series of follow-up studies intended to form the

basis of an overall evaluation of the bus services pro-

vided by the MTDP experiment. The results of this first

on-bus survey were heavily influenced by summer employ-

ment porgrams for young people at McDonnel 1 -Doug! as Corp-

oration. The results of the survey suggest that the TEMPO

buses were important in helping these workers solve their
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TIME SPENT BY
AND FROM

TEMPO PASSENGERS IN
TEMPO BUS - SUMMER

GETTING TO
1968

TIME
Origin
Number

to Bus
Percent

Bus to Destination
Number Percent

5 minutes or less 83 61.9 72 53.7

6-9 minutes 8 6.0 5 3.7

10-14 minutes 16 11.9 17 12.7

15-19 minutes 11 8.2 14 10.4

20-24 minutes 10 7.5 4 3.0

25 minutes or more 6 4.5 22 16.4

TOTAL 134 100.0 134 100.0

TABLE II- 7

1 GtlllNli
TO AND FROM TEMPO BUS - SUMMER 1968

Origin to Bus Bus to Destl natlor
METHOD Number Percent Number Percent

Walk 110 82.1 94 70.0

Another Bus 17 12.7 40 29.9

Car 6 4.5 -

Other 1 .7 - -

TOTAL 134 100.0 134 100.0

TABLE 1 1-8
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Immediate work transportation problems. Future on-bus sur-

veys will provide additional corroborative evidence as to

the extent to which the experiment is achieving its pri-

mary mission of providing an effective link between city

dwellers and county employment opportunities.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX III

The Fenton Route Recommendation



HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OF METROPOLITAN SAINT LOUIS

1321 Clark Avenue • Saint Louis, Missouri 63103
241-7500, station 297

3a.naa.ui) 6, 1969

Mns . Ma.Aga.He.-t Bush Wit-ion
Acting Vinecton
Model Citij Agency
Civil Counts Building
12th. and Manket Stneets
St. Louis, Miss ouHi 63101

Dean Mns . Wils o n

:

We ane at this time submitting to youn Agency an integnated
system ofa two tnanspontation connidons designed to link the centnal
City oh St. Louis and the Menamec Valley Industnial Complex.

I. The destination Zone

The above-mentioned industnial aneas , nean Fenton, Missouni,
hold high potential as a destination zone hon the second TEMPO expeni-
mental line. This potential was bnought into a shanp hoaus duning 1967
when Wonk OppoHtunities Unlimited

, an HVC delegate agency, obtained
a job ondeH

i
\on 3 00 nelativ ely uns killed jobs at Chnyslen Condona-

tion. Local placement agencies wene unable to take h“££ advantage
oh this oppontunity , and a laten study indicated that tnanspontation
pnoblems wene a signihicant hacton in this situation . The MTVP stahh
have necently concentnated thein ehh°nts on an intensive study oh
this negion: Thein inhonmation is summanized in the pana-
gnaphs

.

The Menamec Valley Jndustnial Vistnict ( Exhibit I) includes
thnee industnial panks :

1) Fencom Pank

2) Menamec Industnial Pank

3) Tnee Count Industnial Pank

Fencom Pank was established in 1966 and is the newest oh the
thnee industnial panks in the Fenton anea; as such, it is companatively
small and undeveloped . Menamec Industnial Pank was established hinst,
in 195S, and includes the langest concentnation oh manuhactuning em-
ployment. Both the Chnyslen auto assembly and tnuck assembly plants
ane located in this pank, which also includes Bemis Bag Company and
Inland Containen Conponation. Manitz, Inc., is located just outside
the pank. Tnee Count Industnial Pank was established between Mans hall
Road and Big Bend Boulevand . Tenant h'i'*mA 0

ft
this industnial pank
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EXHIBIT I

MERAMEC VALLEY INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT



Mrs . Wilson Page. Three January 6, 1969

include Baldor Electric Company ; Bohn and Vawson, Inc.; Keil Engin-

eefii.no Product* Company ; L. E. Sauer Machine Company; Skilhngton

Box and Lumber Company ; and Western Textile Products.

A numben. of firms **<* located in the Meramec Valley outride the

/•tth a o industrial parks. These firms include both manu6a.cturx.ng and

fo«-Lia<aci^n/op«a^0^, luch as A*ckt*-Pa«itU-IUdUnd Company;

Iw;te*4pace CoKpo^at^ion; and Kemco Toot and Machine Company.

Table I contains employment data A 0 *1 selected manufacturing

Airms in the Meramec Valley Industrial Area.. These estimates, based

nn turnover rates published by the Missouri. Vx.vx.sx.on of Employment

Security indicate that the included firms hire approximately 225

new employees per month. There are, of course, non-manufacturing

Airms Uor iwhich such data are not available) i n the area, which add

to the monthly demand for labor. For example, Mantz, Inc., employs

an average of some, 600 workers.

The critical importance of the Chrysler Corporation is obvious;

theu have recently committed themselves to training and employing a

minimum of 250 hard-core unemployed at thex.r car and p£an^ -tn

this area. The mechanics of their recruiting procedure^are Pa^cu

larly relevant to the broad area of coordinating the job development

efforts on the TEMPO Project and Mill be discussed in more detail in

the appropriate section of this recommendation.

I t is recommended that service to the Meramec Valley Industrial

area concentrate on the Meramec Industrial Park,

also covering the Tree Court Industrial Park complex where feasible.

17. The Transportation Corridors

Many poaiblt tnonipoitatlon c o 0*4 i

^

9 'JjtoSta"
destination zone were investigated by the MTVP s ff>

pcssibi-
o((oit mi dlmcted to ex,*»***"? *•**

data penm***e§; accond-
lities as the exigencies of available time an „ ort (Exhibits 2-9 )

ingly, no less than eight possible route*. Mere examined ^^outls
and subjected to comparison on v.^°^ n

C
,winces’ with other

9
agencies

were selected for examination a
j.
te-K.^ (

L
n
^Thff Aollowing criteria were

and groups associated with the Project. The following

used. ( Table IT and Table III)

I. Koooulblllty to Miidmti o( the Modot City Cange* anea.
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TABLE I

NAME OF FIRM

SIZE IN
NO. OF
employees

NEW HIRES*
PER 100
(PER MO.)

NEW HIRES
PER MANU-
FACTURER
(PER MOil

1

.

AGCO Cabinet Shop Inc. 10.0 6.3 .63

2. Baldor Electric Company 199.5 2.8 5.59

3. Ballwin Products Corp. 10.0 3.6 .36

4. Bemls Bag Company 399.5 3.7 14.78

5. Bohn & Dawson Inc. 199.5 1.6 3.19

6. Chrysler Corporation (car) 4500.0 2.6 117.0

7. Chrysler Corporation (truck) 1999.5 2.6 51.99

8. Color Art Printing &
Stationary Co. , Inc. 74.5 2.1 1 .56

9. Custom Roto Inc. 10.0 2.1 .21

10. Oarco Inc. 10.0 3.6 .36

11 . Duvall Screw Products 10.0 3.6 .36

12. Elbredor, Chas. & Co. Inc. 10.0 1 .7 .17

13. Fenton Food Mill & Molding 10.0 1 .8 .18

14. Fenton Supply Co. Inc. 10.0 2.2 .22

15. Holzor Sand & Gravel Co. 12.5 2.2 .28

16. Horn, G. C. Welding Co. 10.0 3.6 .36

17. Inland Container Corp. 74.5 4.9 3.65

18.

*

Kell Engr. Products 34.5 2.9 1 .00

Monthly Report on Labor Turnover, Missouri Division of Employment Security
(Annual average, 1967)

ESTIMATED ANNUAL MONTHLY AVERAGE NEW HIRES
FOR SELECTED MANUFACTURING FIRMS

IN THE MERAMEC VALLEY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
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TABLE I (Cont'd.)

NAME OF FIRM

SIZE IN
NO. OF
EMPLOYEES

NEW HIRES
PER 100
(PER MO.)

NEW HIRES
PER MANU-
FACTURER
(PER MO.)

19. Kemco Tool & Machine Co. 74.5 2.6 1.94

20. Koller Kraft Plastic
Products Inc. 149.5 4.8 7.18

21

.

Rollo Sheets Inc. 34.5 4.8 1 .66

22. Saur, L. E. Machine Co. 49.5 2.8 1.39

23. Shllllngton Box Co. 34.5 4.9 1 .69

24. St. Louis & Jefferson
County News 12.5 2.1 .26

25. Western Textile Products 199.5 4.8 9.58

26. Zitnmerer, Fred C. & Sons
Pattern Co. 10.0 2.8 .28

8148.5 Monthly Total - 225.87

Yearly Total - 2710.44
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FENTON ROUTE No.1 (proposed)
RUNNING TIME (EST.

)

FROM:
14th/Park
Gravois/Jefferson
Gravols/Grand
Chippewa/Ki ngs highway
Chi ppewa/Hampton
Watson/Laclede
Hwy . 66/Sappi ngton
Hwy. 66/Bowles

Minutes to
end of Route

‘V,

iu-'/ "/

LEGEND:
1 meramec

INDUSTRIAL PARK

O TREE COURT
INDUSTRIAL PARK

3 fencom park

a HANLEY4 t ilHIICTD T A I rOUR



HlGrHWAY

24*

FENTON ROUTE 'No.2 (proposed)

RUNNING TIME (EST.

)

FROM:
Delmar/DeBal Ivlere
Skinker/Clayton Rd.
Hwy.40/Hanley
Manchester/Brentwood
Sappl ngton/Lockwood
BigBend/LI ndbergh
St . Loul s/1 Oth ( Val . Pk.

)

Hwy . 66/Bowl es

Minutes to
end of Route

MERAMEC
INDUSTRIAL PARK
TREE COURT
INDUSTRIAL PARK
FENCOM PARK

HANLEY
INDUSTRIAL COURT



HIGHWAY

24#

FENTON ROUTE No.3 IproposedJ

RUNNING TIME (EST.)

FROM:
Easton/Taylor
Jefferson/Cass
Carr/20th
12th/Chouteau
Gravois/Jefferson
Gravoi s/Grand
Chippewa/ Kings highway
Chippewa/Hampton
Watson/Laclede
Hwy . 66/Sappington

Minutes to end
of Route

68 - 1/2
58-1/2
55-1/2
48-1/2
42-1/2
36-1/2
29-1/2
25
15-1/2
10

MERAMEC
INDUSTRIAL PARK
TREE COURT
INDUSTRIAL PARK
FENCOM PARK

HANLEY
INDUSTRIAL C0UR1



HIGHWAY

24#

FENTON ROUTE No.4 (proposed)

Minutes to end
RUNNING TIME (EST.) of Route

FROM:
Jefferson/Cass 52
Carr/20th 49
1 2th/Chouteau 42
Chouteau/Jefferson 38
Chouteau/Grand 34
Hwy. 40/ Kings highway 29 41-

Hwy .40/McCausland 25

_ . wHwy. 66/Bowl es -0-

1 MERAMEC
INDUSTRIAL PARK

9 tree COURT
INDUSTRIAL PARK

3 FENCOM PARK

A HANLEY
^ INDUSTRIAL COURT



FENTON ROUTE No.5 (proposed)

RUNNING TIME (EST.)
Minutes to
of Route

End

ouve

i

1 v
!

Lm\/r

FROM:
Natural Bridge/Goodf el low
Natural Bridge/Union
Natural Bridge/Kingshwy
Natural Bridge/Newstead
Natural Bridge/Fair
Natural Bridge/Vandvntr
Natural Bridge/Grand
Jefferson/Cass
13th/Cass
1 2th/Chouteau
Gravois/Jefferson
Gravoi s/Grand
Chippewa/Kingshighway
Chi ppewa/ Hampton
Watson/Laclede
Hwy • 66/Sappi ngton

Hwy . 66/Bowl es

r>j

71 - 1/2
68 - 1/2
67 - 1/2
64 - 1/2
62 - 1/2
61 - 1/2
60 - 1/2
56 - 1/2
51 - 1/2
48 - 1/2
42 - 1/2
36 - 1/2
29 - 1/2
25
15 - 1/2
10
0

FARK

l£hc

ippewaW

y

< /

96

tC

LEGEND:
1 MERAMEC

industrial PARK
2 TREE COURT

INDUSTRIAL PARK
3 FENCOM PARK

A HANLEYH INDUSTRIAL COURT



j-HG'HWAY

244

FENTON ROUTE No.6 (proposed)

RUNNING TIME (EST.)
FROM:

Del mar/DeBal i vi ere
Del mar/ K1 ngshi ghway
Delmar/Tayl or
Delmar/Grand
Delmar/Jeff erson
1 2th/Chouteau
Gravoi s/ Jefferson
Gravoi s/Grand
Chi ppewa/Ki ngshi ghway
Chi ppewa/ Hampton
Watson/Laci ede
Hwy . 66/Sappi ngton
Big Bend/Lindbergh
St . Louis/1 Oth(Val .Pk.

)

Hwy . 66/Bowl es

J*',

v5v-

Minutes to End
of Route

/

-ib-

OUIVC

-re*

'•FORefT/l
\PAfiK. yyX

V V'

:
j-

/
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LEGEND:
1 MERAMEC

INDUSTRIAL PARK

2 TREE COURT
INDUSTRIAL PARK

3 FENCOM PARK

A HANLEY
^ INDUSTRIAL COURT



HIGHWAY

24

FENTON ROUTE No.7 (proposed)

RUNNING TIME (EST.)

FROM:
Oelmar/DeBal Iviere
Goodfel low/Page
Page/ Ki ngshl ghway
Kings highway/ Del mar
Hwy .40/McCausl and
Hwy. 40/Hanley
Manchester/Brentwood
Sappi ngton/Lockwood
Big Bend/Lindbergh
St.Louis/lOihtVai .Pk.)
Hwy. 66/Bowles

Minutes to End
of Route

70-1/2
65-1/2
60-1/2
58
49-1/2
47
40
28-1/2
21

w

_OUVE

m

4i!9h i
«FoRer,ri
y?PAKK y.%



FENTON ROUTE No.8 (proposed)

RUNNING TIME (EST.)

FROM:
Jefferson/Cass
Carr/20th
1 2th/Chouteau
Chouteau/ Jeffer son
Chouteau/Grand
Hwy. 40/ Kings highway
Hwy .40/McCausland
Hwy. 40/Hanley
Manchester/Brentwood
Sapping ton/ Lockwood
Big Bend/Lindbergh
St. Louis/1 0th (Val.Pk.)
Hwy . 66/Bowl es

Minutes to End
of Route

OLIVE

m

s'

'

/

- P

,
!\ •••* /v

i\t\// /w
M forests
NRARK 'Atf



M*.& . Utils on - Page Sixteen JanuaW 6, 1969

2. Accessibility to Aesidents oh poveAty a>tea* within the.

City oh St, Louis

3. Accessibility to residents oh poverty aAeas outside the
city limits but contiguous to the destination zone. (e.g.,
Meacham PaAk and Valley PaAk J

4. Accessibility to Aesidents oh the City oh St. Louis

5. Accessibility to otheA possible induStAial complexes. (e.g.,
Hanley IndustAial CouAt )

6. NumbeA oh poveAty aAeas seAved

7 . TAavel time

S. Vistance { Aoute mileage)

A given coAAidoA was deemed "accessible" to those Aesidents
within appAoximately one-quaAteA mile oh such coAAidoA , in accoAd
with the most Aecent data conceAning AideAship habits in the St. Louis
aAea. Population estimates weAe caAeiully pAepaAed using the Mass
TAanspoAtation UasteA Pile undeA development by the planning stahh,
in conjunction with aggAegation systems designed especially Ioa this
PAoject. ( Table III AepAesents the output oh one such system.) Data
{Aom the 1960 census weAe updated to 1965 duAing the couAse oh building
these systems and will be available hoa h^xtlica contemplated planning
ehhoAts. TAavel time and Aoute mileage estimates ( which aAe diAectly
Aelated to co4t) we*e pAovided upon Aequest by Si-State TAansit SeA-
vices

.

The h°tlowing conclusions weAe Aeached:

ROUTE J: Reject h*om ho-AtheA consideAation. It will be noted hxom the
data in Table II that Route I: 1) does not seAve any Model City aAeas;
2) seAves only one poveAty aAea; 3) Aanks seventh in numbeA oh poveAty
aAea Aesidents potentially seAved; 4) does not pAovide seAvice to con-
tiguous county poveAty aAeas. The tfac-t that Route I has the lowest
estimated tAavel time and tAavel distance oh the eight alteAnatives
cannot outweigh the above compaAative disadvantages

.

ROUTE 2s Reject h*om h^xtheA consideAation. Route 2 compaAes veAy
badly on seAvice CAiteAia; it Aates lowest in potential seAvice to
poveAty aAea and city population; seAves only one poveAty aAea in the



Mrs . WiZson Page. Seventeen January 6, 1969

city and doe6 not provide service to any ModeZ City areas . The
comparative advantages in terms ol traveZ time, travei distance and
service to contiguous county poverty areas do not compensate lor these
reZative deliciencies

.

ROUTE 3: Retain lor lurther consideration. Route 3 ranks high on
accessibiZity to city and county poverty area residents and ModeZ City
and other city poverty areas. In lact, it ranks lirst with Route 5

in this respect. Route 5 ranks Zow on traveZ time and distance reZa-
tive to Route 3 and shares its drawback ol not serving contiguous
county poverty areas.

ROUTE 4 : Reject Irom lurther consideration. Route 4 is evaZuated as

mediocre in terms ol accessibiZity to potentiaZ passengers and poor on
distance and, therefore, cost. The onZy criterion on which it ranks
high is traveZ time, which is not sullicient to overcome the comparative
disadvantages ol this route.

ROUTE 5: Reject in lavor ol Route 3. See the comparative comments
under Route 3 above. Route 5 is reaZZy an extension ol Route 3 and
adds ZittZe in service potentiaZ lor lairZy Zarge increments in traveZ
time and cost.

ROUTE 6: Reject Irom lurther consideration. Route 6 ranks Zowest ol
aZZ aZternatives in its desirabiZity in terms ol traveZ time and dis-
tance. I n lact, the totaZ traveZ time ol 91 minutes is prohibitiveZy
Zong. The additianaZ costs in terms ol traveZ time and distance out-
weigh the incrementaZ benelits in accessibiZity to potentiaZ passengers

.

ROUTE 7: Retain lor lurther consideration. Route 7 was designed to

provide integrated service with Route 3. It must be evaZuated in this

context. The joint evaZuation ol Routes 3 and 7 are reserved untiZ
Zater.

ROUTE 8: Retain as a competitive aZternative in a more detaiZed weight-
ing against the combination ol Routes 3 and 7. Route 8 is a compromise
choice retaining service to contiguous county poverty areas, white
serving major portions ol the popuZation groups potentiaZZy served by
Route 3.

At this juncture, a systematic comparison was made between

1 ) a combination ol Routes 3 and 7 , and

2) Route 8

Routes 3 and 7 in combination oiler good direct service to the
ModeZ City area lincZuding the W. 0. Pruitt Homes, WiZZiam L. Jgoe
Apartments ,

George L. Vaughn Apartments , WiZZiam Dee Becker Apartments,
and Carr Square ViZZage.) This duo aZso provides direct service to

- 101 ~



M>u. Wilton - Page Eighteen January 6, 1969

retidentt in ten of the. eleven poverty areat in the City of St. \
0
0

{X
’.
/^

( and connecting tervice to retidentt in the eleventh.) Accettibt.lt.ztf

it provided, in fact, for a tubttantial proposition of inner city
poverty area, retidentt - about 100 , 000 ,

according to the 1965 populo-

~

tion ettimatet. Route 8 offert timilar tervice to approximately 4 z,uuu
tuch pertont.

Route 8 it approximately twenty- five milet long, while Routet
3 and 7 in combination total about forty-four milet. Thut, a 76 pe*"

.

cent increment in dittance land therefore cott to the Project )
necettr-

tated by the combined route it offtet by a 138 percent increate rn
poverty area population terved. Thit fact, in addition to the increatea
travel time on Route 8, led to the decition tummarized below.

It it recommended that but tervicet be provided following the
two routet outlined at followt:

ROUTE A: Startt from the corner of Taylor and Eatton A venuet; eatt on
Button to Catt ; eatt on Catt to Jefferton Avenue; touth on Jeffe.*&°n to
Carr; eatt on Carr to Cole; eatt on Cole to 12th Boulevard; touth on
12th to Gravoit; wett on Gravoit to Chippewa; wett on Chippewa to

(Hatton Road; wett on (Hatton Road to the Vettination Zone.

ROUTE 8: Startt from the VeBaliviere Loop and Velmar Boulevard; wett
on Velmar to Goodfellow Boulevard; north on Goodfellow to Page Boule-
vard; eatt on Page to Kingthighwau; touth on Kingt highway to Hx.gh.way 40;
wett on Highway 40 to Hanley Road; touth on Hanley to Manchetter Road;
wett on Manchetter to Sappington Road; touth on Sappington Road to
Big Bend Boulevard; wett on Big Bend to Meacham Park; wett on Brg Bend
to Marthall Road; wett on Marthall Road to the Vettination Zone.

It it further recommended that tuch tervice begin with two butet
on each line terving the day thift and one but on each line to terve
the night thift. Additional tervice can then be inttituted when and

, if it it necettary. Experience with the TEMPO Northwett line ttrongly
indicatet that ttarting with limited tervice and expanding when condr-

t
tiont warrant tuch action it preferable to the immediate implementation
of extentive tervice. The MTVP ttaff will be available to attitt in

’ determining precite tcheduling and routing within the Vettination zone;
t

preliminary conferencet and fitld intpectiont with both Chrytler Corp-
oration executivet and Bi-state pertonnel have already taken place

•

\
it thould be noted that thete determinationt will, of necettity ,

*-n ~

l
valve compromrte and Hade-offt

. One particular problem it the fact
. that Chrytler periodically (but not regularly) changet thiftt. Some
agreement will have to be ejected with Bi-State which will increate
their flexibility of retpgnte to tuch needt ,

inatmuch at their pre-
tently ttated capacity for retponte will not be tufficient for thit

- 102



Mrs. UUlson - Page Nineteen JamutAtj 6, 1969

tind zitaking . A "club but" arrangement, tied directly to Chrysler , may

well be. the. most practical means o ^ x.nx.tx.ating servx.ce aloitg the.se.

corridors

.

Th® cost oi operating the proposed corridor cannot be pinpointed
at this time because it depends to a gfieat extent on the eiiiciency
with which Bi-State can incorporate the service into their present
sustem A totatty incorporated line would cost approximately $260/day
or $ 1 300 /week ior the service described above; however, the actual
cost would, in all probability, be closer to the $520 /day or $2,600/
week necessary ior an unincorporated line . This figure could be ex-

pected to become lower with time, inasmuch as Bi-State could integrate
the service incrementally . The per passenger revenue necessary ior
the Project to "break even" would then vary irom a minimum oi $0.4 3

to a maximum oi $0.86 based on a 100 percent load factor [see Table IV. i

There are other points which should be given careful considera-
tion concomitant to action upon the corridor recommendation. First,
the question oi distribution of &are revenue between the Project and
Bi-State should be carefully reviewed in light o ^ Bi-State* s decision
to discontinue the sale oi passes on buses. This decision, along with
data gathered by the MTDP staii on a considerable sample oi TEMPO riders,
leads to the conclusion that the Project should be credited with appro-
ximately $0.25 per pass rider rather than the present $0.15. The
detailed data which iorm the basis ior this recommendation will be pro-
vided at your request. Second, an increased eiiort in the area oi job
development and placement along the TEMPO destination zones is necessary
ii this Project is to succeed. The Human “Development Corporation wilt
continue to cooperate in such eiiorts, but our resources are clearly not
suiiicient to meet all the needs oi the Project in this area. For
example, Chrysler Corporation will be doing all recruiting ior their
training program through the Missouri Division oi Employment Security

.

In view oi the critical importance oi this eiiort, we ieel that
it would be both appropriate and desirable ior the Model City Agency
to motivate and coordinate the area-wide resources in this iiela.
Obtaining the active cooperation oi the Missouri State Employment
Service, along with the cooperation oi other groups such as the Urban
League, should be given priority in any such eiiort. The Human Develop-
ment Corporation will, oi course, assist you in any way we are able in
this important task. Perhaps the considerable skills available to
your Agency in the persons oi the Sub-City Planners could also be utili-
zed ior this purpose in line with your recently stated aim to reorient
their duties

.
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M*a. blil&on - Page Twznty JanuaAy 6, 1969

TABLE IV

Break-Even Point in Revenue/Passenger
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M>u. ftUJUon - Page Twenty -One Januafut 6, 1969

The cooperation tohich you and your *taii have extended during

the pa*t tew month* ha* been *incerely appreciated. IJ there i* any-

thing further u>e can do to help expedite the implementation oi the*e

recommendation*, plea*e do not he*itate to ask.

Sincerely

,

Robert 3. Baer , Chiei

*

Planning , Analy*i* and Support Service*

RJB : mlr

cc: Clyde S. Cahill , Jr., General Manager
Harold Antoine, Chie&, Operation

*

Curti* Gatlin, Chiei, WoA.fe Program*
3o*eph Hupert, Coordinator, Ma** Tran* portation
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX IV

Memorandum Recommending Reductl

Service on TEMPO/Northwest LI



Mass Transportation Demonstration Project

MEMORANDUM

TO: Joseph S. Hupert, Coordinator date: 9/26/68

from: Coenraad L. Mohr, Consultant

cc: Robert Baer and Myron Pollack

SUBJECT: Analysis of Ridership Costs and Revenues of TEMPO Buses -

August 5 - September 1, 1968

The four-week period August 5 through September 1, 1968
was selected to analyze the performance of the TEMPO buses for
two primary reasons: 1) there were no changes In the number of
buses, routing, or scheduling of any buses during this period,
and 2) these four weeks represent the most recent period for
which complete data on ridership, costs and revenue were avail-
able from the B1 -State Development Agency.

During the four-week period sixteen outbound and fifteen
Inbound buses carried a total of 4,607 one-way riders at a total
cost to the MTDP Project of $18,160.84 or at an average cost of
$3.94 per rider. The number of riders carried by each bus dur-
ing this period varied from none in the case of one bus to 1,001
in the case of another. There was considerable bunching of rider-
ship on outbound buses in the early morning hours and on inbound
buses during mid-afternoon. The result was that four morning
and four afternoon buses carried 82 percent of all riders for
the four weeks. It has become obvious that the TEMPO bus ser-
vice, until that date, had been used primarily by regular day-
shift workers.

As a result of this ridership pattern it was decided to
discontinue six outbound buses and nine Inbound buses in the off-
peak periods of the day. On the basis of the statistics for the
four-week period these buses carried only about six percent of
all TEMPO riders but contributed over 40 percent to the total
cost of providing the bus services. (See Table I below.)

- 107 -
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Mr. Hupert - Page Two 9/26/68

Table 1 - Summary of Rldership, Revenue and Cost Statistics for the
TEMPO Buses • August 5 through September 1, 1968

RIDERS REVENUE COST Average Cost
CATEGORY Number i Amount % Amount % Per Rider

Buses
Retai ned
(16)

4,321 93.8 1,051.76 93.7 10,619.44 58.5 2.46

Buses
Discontinued
(15)

286 6.2 70.97 6.3 7,541 .40 41 .5 26.38

TOTAL 4,607 100.0 1,122.73 100.0 18,160.84 100.0 3.94

The average cost per rider for the fifteen discontinued buses was
$26.38, in comparison to an average cost of $2.46 per rider on
the remaining buses. Actual savings as a result of the reduction
of service on this line will be somewhat lower than the amounts
Indicated by this analysis. Discontinuation of the low volume,
off-peak buses will cause an Increase in the dead-head mileage
for some of the remaining buses. The savings will nevertheless
be substantial for a relatively small anticipated loss in rider-
ship. Table 2 shows a detailed breakdown of the statistics for
each of the 31 buses on the original schedule.

The results of the analysis reported here need to be
qualified. The revenue estimated for each bus were obtained by
multiplying the number of bus riders per bus by the overall aver-
age weekly revenue per rider. Bus revenues vary from rider to
rider depending on the method of fare payment used by Individual
riders. The rider counts per bus are actual operator counts and
the cost figures are based on the accounting and mileage rates
used by the Bi-State Development Agency for billing the MTDP

.

These figures, unlike the revenue per bus figures are, therefore,
very reliable.



Mr. Hupert - Page Three 9/26/68

The analysis was, of course, based on historical data.
Prediction of future rldershlp and cost per rider figures may
vary from historical expectation. For example, the late week
of August showed a drop-off In total rldershlp; a trend that has

persisted Into the early part of September. This trend coincides
with reduction In summer seasonal highs In employment. We can,
therefore, expect a decrease In rldershlp In the Immediate
future and an Increase In cost per rider over the $2.46 pre-

dicted by the analysis summarized In Table 1.

A final qualification of the generalizations Implicit In

this analysis Is related to the fact that we are changing an Inte-
grated network of transportation by removing some of Its parts.
The effects on rldershlp and costs of the realignment of the
network could not be evaluated with the available data.
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The basic planning data used by the MTDP staff

came from several administratively independent secondary

• maior problem with these data was that the
sources . A major y*

cooperating agencies do not use identicai definitions for

the ir basic sampling units. For example, the U. S. Bureau

the Census records their population statistics by "cen-

"census blocks" whereas the Missouri High-
Sus tracts ana

* , eA « the concepts of "transportation zones"
„,av Department uses

blocks." A method, therefore, had to
and “

transportation

the data from different agencies to

be found to convert the

th e same geographic base.

„ t west Gateway Coordinating Council is
The East-west

, ont on demographic and economic statistics by
viiahly dependent *

tie geographic breakdown for effective planning and eva-

sion of the programs under its sponsorship. This agenc:

result, produced a general computer method for corre-

!!t!nl and converting data from
t

fists deceived by U. S. Census Bureau

"ctnsvs HM* Cdft be reproduced by Missouri Highway De-

partment "transportation zone" with the assistance of the

East West Gateway Coordinating Council "Geographic Master

Index File." The MTDP staff used this index as a basis for
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developing a computer program for the conversion and inte-

gration of all our input data into the Missouri Highway

Department's "transportation zones" or "transportation

blocks." The output of this computer program is referred

to as the Mass Transportation Master File (MTMF). Fig-

ure VI-1 shows the steps followed in producing the popu-

lation statistics contained in the MTMF. A similar series

of data processing steps will be followed in generating

the employment statistics contained in the MTMF.

The data processing sequence presented in the block

diagram of Figure VI-1 can be described by relating it to

the input data. The program starts with two secondary data

sources: 1) I960 Census population data by census tract

and block provided by the U. S. Bureau of the Census; and

2) the East West Gateway Coordinating Council Geographic

c .. The first page of Figure VI-1 shows how
Master Index File. The nr* k

•P„ nm these two sources is integrated making
the information from tnese

i rtata available by "transportation
1960 Census population data

block" as well as by census block and census tract.

The ultimate objective of this portion of the MTMF

is to make population data available in estimate form, for

the year 1965 by a variety of geographic configurations.



The next step In the procedure was, then, to delete all

I960 population statistics for blocks demolished (85 per-

cent or more by acreage) and not rebuilt during the period

1960-1965. The remaining blocks in each transportation

zone were then used as a basis for distributing the 1965

Missouri Highway Department population estimates by "trans-

portation zone" over the "transportation blocks" in each

zone in proportion to their 1960 share of zone population

, cimirp VI-1.) In this manner, the 1960
(see third page of Figure vi /

Census data were used as a basis for arriving at "transpor-

tation block" estimates of the population of the City of

St. Louis.

otatistics in the MTMF can be used
The population statistic

. . a variety of geographic subdivisions;
for analysis by a wide variety

u unr r^teway Center, or by Model City Tar-
for example, by HOC Gateway

r fhe population statistics is for
get area. A major use of the P

• •„ 70 ne “population corridors 11

. A com-
the analysis of origin zone P r

, « been written which produces W -

puter program has been

Nation statistics for Sfljf on of city blocks de-

sired. This makes it possible for the MTDP staff to get

quick estimates of the potential population served by any

line alternative. The speed of processing this information

is enhanced by the fact that modular changes in all line
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alternatives can be made by the addition and subtraction

of appropriate geographic segments.

The employment data contained In the completed Mass

Transportation Master File -ill provide the sa.e flexibility

In analyzing the potential enploynent opportunities avail-

able in alternative transportation destination "eoploy.ent

corridors .

"
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STAFF AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The Mass Transportation Demonstration Project Is or-

ganizationally a part of the Division of Planning, Analysis,

and Support Services at the Human Development Corporation.

The Project Coordinator reports directly to M*. Ro bo.fi

t

J. Bae.fi,

Chief of Planning, Analysis, and Support Services. He, In

turn, reports directly to M*. CZyde. S. CahZZZ, Jn.., the

Corporation's General Manager.

The MTDP has had the assistance of many persons during

the planning phase of the project. It is particularly pleas-

ing to note that those who have worked with us and gone on to

other endeavors have used their experience with the project

constructively. Arthur Stlckgold, a Sub-city Planner, is

now an Assistant Professor of Urban Affairs at St. Louis

University. Barry Phegan, also a Sub-city Planner, is presently

directing the Neighborhood Renewal Program in East St. Louis,

Illinois. These gentlemen have been replaced by Anthony Hayes

and Hugh White. Mrs. Marjorie Ramsey, the Project's Secretary,

has taken a position as an Administrative Service Aide with

HDC's Department of Youth and Special Programs. She has been

replaced by Mrs. Pearline Deanes. Our three Program Assistants

have taken positions with the Department of Research, Planning,

and Program Development: Luther Mitchell and Henry Thomas are

Research Assistants and William Porter Is a Program Development

Specialist. Jerry Margulls, Senior Systems Analyst, has taken

a similar position with our Data Center.
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The Project has been fortunate In having been able to

obtain the assistance of well qualified personnel on a tem-
porary basis In connection with the performance of special
short term projects. These have Included Mr. Robert Rose,
Miss Alfreds Verrattl, and Mr. Edward Kilpatrick, all of
whom have returned to graduate school. The present permanent
staff of the MTDP Is listed below.

Joseph S. Hupert, Coordinator

Pearline Deanes, Secretary

Anthony Hayes, Sub-city Planner

Ann McHale, Clerical Assistant III

Myron Pollack, Senior Research Analyst

Hugh White, Sub-city Planner
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